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ABSTRACT
This practice-led research project investigates how Tibetan Buddhist concepts
of the Five Elements - Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space - as the substance of all
things and processes, can be integrated into a contemporary painting practice. I
develop my studio practice as an effective and original integration of Buddhist
philosophical insights with immersion in the Australian landscape and an active
engagement with the contemporary culture of painting.
Contemporary Tibetan and Australian artists, both indigenous and nonindigenous, along with my Dzogchen Tibetan Buddhist practice and time spent in
elemental landscapes with Australian indigenous elders and artists, serve as context
for my studio research. Drawing on various cultural experiences and integrating them
opens up the potential of painting as a field within which different philosophical,
cultural, formal and material influences can be brought together into a fluid exchange.
I explore the interface of Eastern philosophy and Western art through a
contemplative art practice that draws on the philosophical theories and iconography
of the Five Elements represented in the Tibetan and Indian Vajrayana tradition of
Buddhism. Engaging with the natural philosophy of the Five Elements in relation to
the genius loci, I develop codes corresponding to aspects of landscape using organic
form, rhythms of energy and underlying geometry to symbolize each element.
Exploring the intersection of figuration and abstraction, I employ the Five Elements to
abstract the Australian landscape and apply the intrinsic qualities of each element to
transform landscape in terms of colour, shape, light, luminosity and meaning.
Activating the Five Elements in response to the Australian landscape I
completed five bodies of work responding to the genius loci from landscapes as
diverse as Lake Mungo, the Glasshouse Mountains, Kakadu, Central Western Desert
and Mystery Bay. This series of paintings provided an extended sense of space and
timelessness; a sense of interconnectedness where internal and external worlds are
in harmony and contemplative states naturally arise.
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Introduction
Background
During undergraduate studies at the National Art School, Sydney in the mid
1960s I developed an interest in Chinese landscape painting and Indian Tantric art.
As a result, after graduation I studied and practiced yoga and later studied tai chi and
Chinese acupuncture and was initially introduced to the Five Elements through
medical practice. I sustained a professional practice of traditional Chinese
acupuncture for ten years. During that time, energy of the Five Elements began to
seep into my painting practice in terms of colour and movement. For this project, I
draw on the philosophical theories and iconography of the Five Elements: Earth,
Water, Fire, Air and Space as represented in Tibetan and Indian Vajrayana tradition
of Buddhism.

Figure 1 Dragon Cloud, 1984, acrylic on canvas, 24 cm diameter

Throughout the late 1980s and 1990s I worked as a photographer on
documentary films and books. Projects in Nepal, Central Australia and Kakadu
(Northern Territory) introduced me to Tibetan Buddhism and Australian Aboriginal
culture, resulting in a decade of desert journeys and paintings responding to the
6

genius loci. Energy became a prime focus in my painting, I discovered underlying
energy patterns in nature and artists expressing energy of the Australian landscape,
such as John Olsen and Fred Williams and Michael Nelson Jagamarra. In Chapter
One I revisit the paintings of John Olsen as well as the work of Ian Fairweather and
Phillip Hunter.
My intention with this research project has been to examine the complex
knowledge systems and diverse practices I have been exploring and integrate them
into my painting practice. For example, while I have studied and practiced Tibetan
Buddhism since 1989, I had never stepped back and examined how my Buddhist
practice interfaces with the methodology of my art practice. So, I decided to actively
review my painting process as a contemplative art practice.
I considered how the vocabulary and expressive potential of painting might be
extended by drawing on the Five Elements and examine how these cross-cultural
and life experiences have advanced my own practice by exploring it in a new light to
open up fresh potential.
Key Buddhist, philosophical, cultural and art theoretical references that have
informed this research include Tibetan Buddhist texts translated by Dzogchen Master
Chogyal Namkhai Norbu and Tibetan Bon Master Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche. W.Y.
Evans Wentz, Sogyal Rinpoche and Lama Karma Sampten’s translations of The
Tibetan Book of the Dead. Pratapaditya Pal’s Tibetan Paintings, Ajit Mookerjee,
Madhu Khanna, Phillip Rawson, Kulavadhuta Satpurananda on Tantric Art.
Jacquelynn Baas, Mary Jane Jacob on Contemporary Buddhist Art, Lynn Gamwell on
Art, Science and the Spiritual, David Summers Real Spaces– World Art History,
Western Modernism and Bob Nickas on Painting Abstraction.
During recent decades the sense of what an abstract painting is has changed
and opened up to a richer sense of metaphor which actively draws on cross cultural
influences and impressions produced by other forms of thought. There is a
movement away from the formalist conception of an abstract painting as selfreferential, to being more open to these different forms of reference. It is an important
aspect of contemporary practice that we think about painting and how meaning can
be embodied in a painting in all sorts of ways. Bob Nickas suggests in Painting
Abstraction New Elements in Abstract Painting “there may be a new form of
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landscape: one that attempts to capture the contours of the mental landscape,
offering another kind of mapping and other previously unknown vistas.”1

Materiality and Process
I engage in a cross-cultural exploration of the Five Elements as interpreted in
the philosophical and visual traditions of Indian Tantric art and Tibetan Buddhism to
develop paintings evocative of the Australian landscape through a variety of material
and formal approaches. The purely formal qualities of tantra’s diverse imagery can be
distinguished into abstract and representational. This is distinguished in terms of the
qualities the art form represents and the corresponding emotive response it evokes.2
In a series of paintings and works on paper I explore each of the Five Elements using
different material processes, including mixed media and printmaking techniques. In
this exegesis I consider the properties of each element, as a medium and process, to
reflect on the nature, language and possibilities of painting. These are:
earth –
water –
fire –
air
–
space –

as ground, surface, mineral and hence also as colour
fluidity, solution, hence translucency as in watercolour, washes, stains
and splashes
as light, luminosity and hence also as colour
as wind, rhythm, atmosphere, shimmer
as pictorial space, mind space, virtual space, full, empty, vast, virtual.

I use the natural elements to metaphorically allude to internal and external processes
and as an analogy for the Five Elements of Tibetan Buddhism. By examining the
Five Elements in relation to landscape energy or spirit of place I have developed
codes – aspects of landscape that can visually and symbolically represent these
elements through colour, texture, rhythm and shape. For example:
earth – rocks, mountain, sandy desert
water – ocean, lake, river, estuaries
fire – red desert and physical fire
air
– clouds, wind, atmosphere
space – stars, full and empty space, vastness, infinity.

1
2

Bob Nickas, Painting Abstraction: New Elements in Abstract Painting (New York: Phaidon Press, 2009), 7
Ajit Mookerjee and Madhu Khanna, The Tantric Way: Art Science and Ritual (London: Thames and
Hudson,1977) 48, 49.
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I acknowledge that a tradition of this type of coding exists in traditional Asian art.3
However, I pursue and develop symbols relevant to my own work and journeys into
country, in order to produce nature-based painting at the intersection of abstraction
and figuration. My coding corresponds to organic form, rhythms of energy and an
underlying geometry that symbolizes each element in order to evoke spiritual
resonance in the physical form.
Susan Langer’s Feeling and Form: A Theory of Art constructs an intellectual
framework for philosophical studies, relating to art. She defines philosophy as the
business of unravelling and organizing concepts to give satisfactory meanings to the
terms used when discussing a subject (in this case art) or simply to make our ideas
clear. She states, “A symbol is any device whereby we are enabled to make an
abstraction” and “The true power of an image is the fact that it is abstraction, a
symbol, the bearer of an idea.”4

Figure 2 Dawn – Glasshouse Mountains, 2016,
paper, ink, watercolor and linocut on board, each panel 21 x 21 cm

As well as philosophical studies and the practice of Tibetan Buddhism, my research
is expanded through the experience of inhabiting elemental areas of country,
referencing journeys and natural environments to symbolize each element.
Immersion in natural environments is vital to my process, it facilitates settling into the
3

It is understood that in Asia there is not a single entity with one unified philosophical and artistic tradition with a
single root. The category of ‘Eastern’ or ‘Asian’ or ‘Oriental’ philosophy is a product of 19th-century Western
scholarship and did not exist in East Asia or India. However, now, the term Eastern philosophy is a generally
accepted term that covers a range of Asian philosophies such as Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, Sikhism,
Confucianism, Daoism, Shintoism and more. In this exegesis I continue to use the term Eastern philosophy with
reference to Indian and Tibetan Buddhism and Daoism.
4
Suzanne K. Langer “Form and Feeling,” in Feeling and Form: A Theory of Art Developed from Philosophy in a
New Key (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons 1953), 47.
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energy of a place as a process of osmosis. This unconscious assimilation knowledge
is akin to thoughtful contemplation.
Earth, Water and Fire focus mostly on an Australian experience, while Air and
Space explore the more esoteric teachings of Tibetan and Indian Vajrayana
Buddhism. Three landscape examples are Earth, Water and Fire. Earth is explored
through my experience in the landscape of Lake Mungo, where I have documented
ceremony with elders and anthropologists, found fossils and spent time with
Aboriginal friends exploring and finding bush food. The erosion of hard sand at Lake
Mungo has uncovered a vast burial ground and the most ancient human remains on
this continent. It is a place of power and haunting beauty.

Figure 3 Lunette landscape of Lake Mungo, 2009, 35mm photograph

Figure 4 Finding fossils – Sandy Desert, 2017, acrylic and oil paint on canvas,102 x 102 cm
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Water is instantiated in ocean, lakes, rivers, and estuaries that I have lived close to
or visited.

Figure 5 Ebb Tide, 2015, etching, acrylic & oil paint, paper on board, each panel 31 x 30 cm

Fire is symbolized by desert, particularly the Central Desert and regions of Kakadu
where I have spent time and worked on film and book projects with Aboriginal
friends.5

Figure 6 Playing with Fire 1 & 2, 2016, mixed media, each work 31 x 30 cm

Indigenous Resonance
Australia has a unique tradition of abstract landscape painting; here I refer to
painting by indigenous Australian artists. The longest unbroken living culture on
earth is that of the Australian Aboriginal people. They see earth as a living cultural
landscape that contains sacred sites, sites imbued with special meaning, places
where the spirits of ancestral beings reside, making the land an intensely important
5

I was responsible for production stills for the film Kakadu Man about Bill Niedjie for Film Australia, and
photo research and photography for the book: Burnum Burnum’s Aboriginal Australia: A Traveller’s Guide.
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part of Aboriginal cultural identity. This connection to country produces potent,
mythical painting at the intersection of figuration and abstraction.

Figure 7 Naata Nungurrayi, Marrapinti, 2015, acrylic on canvas, 183 x 244 cm,
Australian National University Collection

Figure 8 Bill Neidjie at Ubirr Rock, Kakadu,1988, 35 mm transparency

My prior experience of travelling and working on projects with Aboriginal
elders from Kakadu, Central Western Desert and NSW South coast has deepened
my knowledge and sense of connection with the land and my conception of the ways
painting can represent these qualities. I felt a resonance between Australian
Indigenous cultural perspectives and my understanding of the Five Elements in
Tibetan and Indian Tantric Buddhist traditions. Both indigenous Tibetans and
indigenous Australians are strongly connected to the power of the natural world. They
were, and often still are, dependent on the raw elements for survival. In their lives
12

they relate directly to the earth, water, wood, fire and the weather. They each had an
oral tradition; a landscape full of sacred places; respect for the elements and levels of
knowledge that are passed on according to the capacity of the listener. Both cultures
share a shamanic respect for the spirits of nature and a sense of the sacred.
Anthropologist A.P. Elkin (1891-1979) noted similarities between the powers
attributed to Australian Aboriginal kurdaitcha (medicine man) and Tibetan yogis.6 He
compared practices concerning psychic power, thought transference through time
and space, concentration and visualization, doctrines of pre-existence and
reincarnation and rapid travelling. He describes Aboriginal postulants sleeping on
graves, cannibalism and facing psychic terrors to develop magic or healing power.7
However, this kind of anthropological cross-cultural comparison is not the focus of
this project.
Contemplation
A philosophical foundation from reading, research and Buddhist practices
underlies my work as a contemplative art practice. When painting, I engage in active
reflection and seek to maintain a spacious state of mind. As problems occur during
the making process, answers also arise while I remain engaged in that space. At
times I step back, leave that space and intellectually evaluate the painting in front of
me. I respond to different states of consciousness as I work. I compare my art
practice with Buddhist Dzogchen practice, I contend that the creative material
process extends time in a similar way to the timelessness of meditation. In Smile of
the Buddha: Eastern Philosophy and Western Art: From Monet to Today, Jacquelynn
Baas states “Art comes from and is realized in a place before language, outside of
the discursive mind. It shares this place, the place of emptiness, with Buddhist
meditation practice”8
I have also found resonance with Hungarian-American psychologist Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of Flow.9 In a similar way, Vietnamese Buddhist monk
Thich Nhat Hanh’s statements on mindfulness and concentration.
6

A.P (Adolphus Peter) Elkin was head of Anthropology at the University of Sydney from 1932-1956.
A.P.Elkin, Aboriginal Men of High Degree: Initiation and Sorcery in the World’s Oldest Tradition (Rochester:
Inner Traditions International, 1977), 59.
8
Jacquelynn Baas, Smile of the Buddha – Eastern Philosophy and Western Art – From Monet to Today
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), 9,11.
9
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, The Evolving Self: A Psychology for the Third Millennium (New York: Harper Collins,
1993).
7
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The energy of mindfulness carries within it the energy of concentration. When
you are aware of something, and can maintain that awareness, we say that you
are concentrated on it, and when you are fully concentrated you have a chance
to make a breakthrough, to achieve insight.10
Ross Gibson’s investigation into art as research also resonates. His essay The
Known World explores consciously distinct modes of cognition, or dual knowledge
systems, articulated as being “active experience clearly and thoughtfully endured,
absorbed and synthesized into robust conviction and discursive objective
knowledge.”11 He suggests the artist-researcher combines each mode of knowing “to
step both outside and inside the mystery.”12 I propose that a contemplative art
practice encompasses these processes.
Here I acknowledge two complementary contemplative Buddhist practices;
Indian Tantric and Tibetan Buddhist practices. These both are known as Vajrayana,
which emerged from Mahayana Buddhism. There are four main schools of Tibetan
Buddhism, Nyingma, Kagyu, Sakya and Gelugpa.13 I study and practice Dzogchen,
which is a central teaching of the Nyingma school of Tibetan Buddhism and of Bon,
the indigenous spiritual tradition of Tibet. Bon predates Indian Buddhism and claims
an unbroken lineage seventeen thousand years old, a separate lineage reaching
back to the Buddha Shenrab Miwoche rather than to Shakyamuni Buddha.14
In Bon tradition the highest teaching is Dzogchen, it is known as the Great Perfection
or Great Completion.15 Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche defines Dzogchen as:

10

Thich Nhat Hanh, https://www.lionsroar.com/mindful-living-thich-nhat-hanh-on-thepractice-of-mindfulness
accessed August 18, 2017.
11
Ross Gibson, ‘The Known World,’ Brien, Burr & Webb, eds., TEXT Special Issue No 8, Symposium: Creative
and practice-led research – current status future plans, (Oct. 2010):11.
12
Ibid,11.
13
Nyingma is the oldest school of Tibetan Buddhism, beginning in the eighth Century when Padmasambhava
brought Buddhism to Tibet from India. Kagyu started in the ninth century, Sakya Tradition developed in the
ninth and tenth century, Gelug or Gelugpa, is the newest school and by allying themselves with the Mongols as
a powerful patron, the Gelug emerged as the pre-eminent Buddhist school in Tibet since the end of the 16th
century. The Dalai Lamas, who have been spiritual leaders of the Tibetan people since the 17th century, come
from the Gelug school. Dzogchen which is a central teaching of the Nyingma school of Tibetan Buddhism and
of Bon the indigenous spiritual tradition of Tibet. Bon predates Indian Buddhism. Dzogchen has been taught
and practiced also in Kagu and Gelugpa lineages. The current Dalai Lama is also a Dzogchen master.
14
Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, Healing with Form, Energy and Light – The Five Elements in Tibetan Shamanism,
Tantra And Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002), 139.
15
Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements in Tibetan Shamanism,
Tantra And Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002), 139.
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Dzogchen isn’t really about the personal. It is concerned with space and light,
with emptiness and non-dual awareness. Unity of emptiness and clarity.
Abiding in the nature of mind.16
Tibetan Dzogchen master Chogyal Namkhai Norbu’s teachings, Buddhist retreats
and presence had profound effect on my understanding and experience of
Dzogchen.17
Vajrayana yogi and Buddhist iconographer Kulavadhuta Satpurananda has provided
invaluable help translating differences between the Indian Tantric tradition and
Tibetan Buddhist tradition of the Five Elements. In Sikkim I undertook drawing
lessons from Kulavadhuta Satpurananda in traditional methods of drawing mandala
and the divine form (Buddha) according to mathematical measurements. He deemed
it important for me to visit the earliest Buddhist art sites in India at Ellora and Ajanta
caves, these educational journeys in India laid one of the foundation stones of my
exegesis.18 Throughout my research in 2014 and 2015 I attended more workshops
run by Kulavadhuta Satpurananda on Tantra and Mandala. I also attended a Tibetan
Buddhist retreat with Dzogchen master Chogyal Namkhai Norbu and attended
teachings by the Gyuto monks of Tibet and discussed their sand mandala through
their interpreter.

Figure 9 Chogyal Namkhai Norbu and
Carmen Ky
16
17
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Figure 10 Kulavadhuta Satpurananda and
Carmen Ky, Photograph Jenny Templin

Ibid, 139.
Chogyal Namkai Norbu viewed my preliminary works on the elements earth, fire and space and later we
communicated briefly at a retreat in October 2014 in the Glasshouse mountains, when he visited Australia for
a retreat. He died in September 2018.
I had the good fortune to meet Kulavadhuta Satpurananda when he came to Australia and lectured at the
program of events accompanying the Goddess Divine Energy exhibition at the Art Gallery of NSW in 2007.
After his teachings at the AGNSW, he and his party stayed at my house by the sea to rest. This visit led
to my going to India to study mandala and traditional Indian drawing of the Buddha form and to travel with him
and four of his disciples through the Himalayas in West Sikkim, following the trail of Padmasambhava the 7th
century saint who brought Buddhism from India to Tibet and viewing artworks in monasteries and caves, then
further research at Ellora and Ajanta caves in the Aurangabad district of Maharastra.
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Contemplation is a train of thought about something. It is an investigation, deep
reflective thought, the action of looking thoughtfully at something for a long time. In
yogic practices, contemplation merges everything into one stream of consciousness.
Dzogchen contemplation allows thoughts to arise, abide and dissolve without
attaching to them and thereby connect with the true nature of mind, spaciousness
and luminous clarity. In a similar way meditation can be training the mind to rest in a
particular focus, to acknowledge distracting thoughts and allow them to pass without
becoming absorbed in those thoughts.
When considering my painting process as a contemplative active reflection, I
compare it with my Tibetan Buddhist practice, which is not based on belief or faith but
on the direct experience of understanding mind. Consciousness changes when
applying meditation and contemplation techniques and focus, concentration and
contemplation naturally arise during my art practice, changing the experience of
space and time. I see similarities between the artistic mindfulness of embodied
engagement in making a work of art and the practice of Tibetan Buddhist rituals that
use concentrated visualization, mudra (gesture) and mantra (sound) to direct and
generate open, active attention by being continually present with experience. The
mind is relaxed into rigpa, which literally means awareness or knowing. 19 I find
contemplation and change are interdependent and that mental flow and introspection
engender intuitive insight. The shift in consciousness that occurs in meditation
practice and a contemplative art practice is a way of understanding Mind and
sustains my research.

East-West Interface
I follow a path that brings together Western traditional art training and Eastern
philosophy along with a deep-rooted connection to Australian landscape. From the
beginnings of abstraction, early abstract painters such as Wassily Kandinsky and
Paul Klee were introduced to Eastern philosophy through Theosophy. Franz Marc
and Kandinsky wished to create art with spiritual content and formed ‘Der Blaue
Reiter’ and Klee and Robert Delaunay along with other kindred spirits exhibited with
them from 1911 to 1914. German physicist, philosopher and experimental
19

Tenzin Wangyal, Rinpoche Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements in Tibetan Shamanism,
Tantra And Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002), 143.
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psychologist Gustav Theodor Fechner (1801-1887) who founded psychophysics had
considerable influence on visual artists. His research is considered the founding text
of experimental psychology.20 Fechner relates the physical intensity of a stimulus to
the psychological threshold of perception. When Fechner extended his findings to
aesthetics, in Introduction to Aesthetics (1876) he had his greatest impact on visual
artists. He defined the beauty of an object as those properties that cause immediate
pleasure and thus stimulate the mind, which is driven by pleasure.21 From the
complex, ever-changing mosaic of everyday perception, Fechner abstracted colours,
shapes and lines that cause mental pleasure and he designed tests to measure the
quantity of pleasure. He identified pleasure as the driving force that made
consciousness evolve to higher levels. Therefore beauty, such as the pleasure from
looking at a coloured, well-proportioned rectangle, helps us expand, evolve and
transform our consciousness. “The concept of evolving consciousness is at the heart
of Kandinsky’s and Kazimir Malevich’s spiritual art which aspires to lead the viewer to
the Absolute through the contemplation of colour and form.”22 I find parallels here
with the visual language and spiritual aspects of Indian tantric art. Indian yantra (a
diagrammatic symbol for a field of energy) and Tibetan mandala painting have wellestablished traditions where the colours and shapes used are to be meditated upon
to generate a special condition of consciousness. While Tantra can have many
meanings, in my exegesis, Tantra is best explained as a Sanskrit word derived from
the root tan- to expand. From this point of view, Ajit Mookerjee explains:
“Tantra means knowledge of a systematic and scientific experimental method
which offers the possibility of expanding man’s consciousness and faculties, a
process through which the individual’s inherent spiritual powers can be
realized.”23
The work of a number of modern abstract artists, for example twentiethcentury artists such as Klee and Mondrian resonate with this aspect of tantric art.

20

Freud adopted Fechner’s pleasure principle as a fundamental psychological force in Beyond the
Pleasure Principle 1920 in The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund
Freud, trans. James Strachey (London: Hogarth Press,1962),18,8.
21
Gustav Theodore Fechner, Vorschule der Aesthetik (Introduction to Aesthetics) (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartnel,
1876) 15-17.
22
Lyn Gamwell, Exploring the Invisible-Art Science and the Spiritual (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2002), 98.
23
Ajit Mookerjee and Madhu Khanna, The Tantric Way – Art-Science-Ritual (Boston: New York Graphic Society,
1977), 9.
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Klee wrote that he wanted to “render light simply as unfolding energy and to
accumulate vast quantities of energy lines.”24 Ajit Mookerjee continues
A yantra means tool or aid, either to aid meditation or as a geometrical or
equivalent of a deity. It consists of linear and spatial permutations of the deity.
The primal abstract shapes, such as the point, line, circle, triangle, square are
harmonized in composition to provide formal equilibrium which is both static
and dynamic.25
Piet Mondrian pursued cosmic unity based in mathematical form using primary
colours and geometric shapes and studied Hindu philosophy. He equated ‘plastic’
expression with the ‘spiritual’. The vertical and horizontal theme in his work reflect the
interplay of contrasting forces, male and female, spirit and matter. The male principle
is vertical and the female is the horizontal.26 This he described as the ‘static balance’
and ‘dynamic equilibrium’ which constitutes reality, declaring:
as a pure representation of the human mind, art will express itself in an
aesthetically purified, that is to say abstract form.27
This accords with the Tantric principle,
Yantra is a pure geometric configuration figuration without any iconographic
representation.28

24
25
26

Paul Klee, Diary1898 –1918, ed. F. Klee (Cologne: M. Du Mont Schauberg, 1957) entries 885, 253.

Ibid.

Ibid, 89, 90.
27
Piet Mondrian, Natural Reality and Abstract Reality-An Essay in Trialogue from 1919-1920 (New York: George
Braziller Publishing, 1995).
28
Ajit Mookerjee and Madhu Khanna, The Tantric Way – Art-Science-Ritual (Boston: New York Graphic Society,
1977), 50.
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Figure 11 Piet Mondrian, Composition with
Yellow, Blue and Red,1937- 42,
oil on canvas 72.7 x 69.2 cm
Tate Modern

Figure 12 Bhuvaneshvari Yantra. Rajashan 1700s
gouache on paper 33 x 28 cm
National Museum Delhi,
Ajit Mookerjee Collection

For me, the work of contemporary Australian artist Tim Johnson does not
evoke tantric art and yantra. However, it is of great interest to me because he has
collaborated with Tibetan and Aboriginal artists and creates paintings that embrace
the spiritual iconography of a range of cultures, in particular, Buddhist imagery and
Australian Aboriginal culture. Indian artist SH Raza’s abstract paintings use nature,
the Five Elements and icons of Indian cosmology, philosophy and spiritual practice to
amplify the energy of form, colour, line, space and light. German artist Wolfgang Laib
works with natural materials like pollen, rice, milk and his work resonates with
mystical strains in other areas of the postmodern landscape. Indian artist Natvar
Bhavsar living in New York since the mid 1960s became a distinctive part of the
colour-field movement with his original way of working. By scattering pure pigment
onto acrylic coated canvas he evokes Holi a joyous Indian Spring festival celebrating
love, colour and frolic. Bhavsar successfully combines East and West. His vision is
transnational suggesting the universality of human experience. Savandhary
Vongpoothorn, a Laos-born Australian artist, works with the geometry of perforated
canvas and is inspired by nature, Buddhism, Aboriginal art, Laotian textiles, pattern
and script.
19

I align with these and other artists whose work embraces the dynamic equilibrium of
other cultures alongside one’s own training. I relate to the importance of colour,
perception, energy fields, consciousness and nature.
When referencing a landscape for painting I often employ an aerial viewpoint,
tracing the rhythms and underlying energy patterns and finding predominant features
as motifs to represent the Five Elements in that landscape.29 I also link my practice to
Indian, Tibetan and Chinese cultures that have long-established traditions of art
which is coded to shift or centre consciousness and connect the viewer with spiritual
dimensions, such as in thangka painting, Tibetan sand mandalas, Tantric art
including yantra and mandala, and Daoist art30. All these traditions acknowledge the
Five Elements.

Figure 13 Waterfall, 2015, acrylic on canvas, 61 x 61 cm

Energy is an essential force in my work, reflecting a concept in Tantric art of
the vibrational patterns of expanding and contracting energy, which in painting take
the form of an immobilized energy that represents consciousness itself.
29

Influenced by numerous flights in light aircraft and helicopters over deserts, gorges and coastlines of
Australia and a sense of overview experienced at a Pulka Kirrenyarra, Central Australia.
30
Daoist art conveys the harmony of nature through a balance of the elements. For more detail see Taoism
and the Arts of China by Stephen Little et al. (Berkeley: Art Institute of Chicago and University of California
Press, 2000).
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The Five Elements
The Five Elements in Tibetan culture and Buddhism – Earth, Water, Fire, Air
and Space – are considered to be the substance of all things and processes. In these
cultures, they provide the basis of medicine, astrology, the calendar and psychology
and this understanding underlies the spiritual traditions of Tibetan Shamanism,
Tantra and Dzogchen. The names of the elements are symbolic and suggest
particular qualities and modes of action by analogy to the elements of the natural
environment. In other words, the five natural elements are used as fundamental
metaphors to describe internal and external forces. For example, when looking at
each element in terms of physical properties, earth is solidity; water is cohesion; fire
is temperature; air is motion and space is the spatial dimension that accommodates
the other four active elements. In addition, the elements correlate to different
emotions, temperaments, directions, colours, tastes, body types, illnesses, thinking
styles and character.
Arising from the Five Elements are the five senses, the five fields of sensual
experience, the five negative emotions, the five wisdoms and the five extensions of
the body. The Five Elements are the five primary pranas or vital energies. They are
the constituents of every mental, physical, sensual and spiritual phenomenon.
In Western languages the metaphoric use of the elements is common. In
English a person can be referred to as spacy, earthy, fluid or fiery. However, in
Tibetan traditions the elements are understood not only metaphorically. To a
significant extent the elements in nature concretely represent a subtler, more
fundamental recognition and understanding of five aspects of the primordial energy of
existence. There is nothing that is not wholly composed of the interactions of these
five aspects of energy. Five Elements can seem too few to account for the diversity
in things and beings, but the Five Elements are five discriminations that continually
branch into more subtle divisions. The dynamism of the Five Elements underlies the
complexities of all that exists.31

31

Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements in Tibetan Shamanism,
Tantra And Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002), 1,3.
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The Intersection of Figuration and Abstraction
I first experienced the intersection of abstraction and figuration as a young art
student while flipping through an art book in the library. My eye was caught and led
around a painting by large slabs of pure reds and blues and green against a gold
background. I looked again and the colours were gowns worn by figures in a 14th
century Flemish painting, an Adoration of the Magi. I was being seduced by the
intersection of figuration and abstraction. Sadly, I cannot remember the name of the
artist or the painting, however, the impact on my perception was profound.
Both terms abstraction and figuration have been well defined in relation to
painting since the early twentieth century. Abstract can be defined as separate or
withdrawn or drawn from something else. The term can also refer to work which is
non-representational and independent of any external reference. According to JeanClaude Lebensztejn, professor of Art History at the university of Paris, between 1908
and 1911 abstract works appeared in quantity.32 Wassily Kandinsky was first to
develop a complete theory of modern abstract art in Munich in 1912.33 Figurative art
retains some reference to the visual world. Concepts of representation can apply to
both, and all art can be considered abstract in terms of the formal and material
relations of shape, colour, line, rhythm, energy, vibration. As Susan Langer puts it,
“the true power of an Image is the fact that it is abstraction, a symbol, the bearer of
an idea”.34 Painter Arshile Gorky declared,
Abstraction allows man to see with his mind what he cannot see physically with
his eyes. Abstract art enables the artist to perceive beyond the tangible, to
extract infinite out of the finite. It is the emancipation of the mind. It is an
explosion into unknown areas.”35
It is the intersection of abstraction and figuration that intrigues me most, it can
prompt a new direction, a point of change, or it can be activated as an interface, a
32

Jean-Claude Lebensztejn, “Passage: Note on the Ideology of Early Abstraction,” in Paths to Abstraction
1867-1917, ed. Terence Maloon (Sydney: Art Gallery of New South Wales, 2010), 32.
Cited in Passage: Note on the Ideology of Early Abstraction are the the early Abstract artists: Mikalojus
Konstantinas Ciurlionis in Lithuania, Romolo Romani and the Ginna and Corra brothers in Italy, Arthur Dove
in the United States; a little later by Mikhail Larionov in Russia, Augusto Giacometti in Switzerland and in
France, by Francis Picabia, the American Marsden Hartley and the Dutchman Jacob Bendien; and earlier, by
Adolf Holzel in Germany, Kolo Moser and Leopold Stolba in Austria, by Hilma af Klint in Sweden, and then in
France by Augustin Lesarge. They painted cosmic abstractions, musical abstractions, decorative and
mediumistic abstractions.
33
Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art (Millbank: Tate Publishing, 2006).
34
Suzanne K. Langer, “Form and Feeling,” in Feeling and Form: A Theory of Art Developed from Philosophy in a
New Key (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1953).
35
Arshile Gorky, The Art Story, https://www.theartstory.org/artist-gorky-arshile.htm accessed March 14, 2016.
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palimpsest. That intersection can also be seen as a potentiality. In physics the
potential is the quality determining the energy or mass in a gravitational field, or
charge in an electric field. I would suggest that this can be applied to the unified field
of a painting, the intersection of abstraction and figuration is the potentiality that
drives the direction of the work and impact on the viewer. I often explore this
intersection in painting by utilizing two very different approaches, pure gestural
abstraction and a more representational reference. Snail Trails and String Theory
grew from observing snail trails in a tidal rock pool. It then changed into abstraction
through rhythm and line as I listened to a radio talk about String Theory. Some snails
remained in the painting as a reference to its figurative beginnings.

Figure 14 Transformation of: Snail Trails and String Theory, acrylic & oil paint on canvas, 122x122 cm
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The painting Waterfall on the other hand, grew out of gestural marks made by a large
calligraphy brush loaded with acrylic paint mixed with lots of water.

Figure 15 Transformation of Waterfall, 2015, acrylic on canvas 61 x 61 cm

The intersection of figuration and abstraction interests me because it engages
the imagination and keeps the eye and mind shifting back and forth between realities.
I find that this interplay induces a receptive state of mind, refines analytical faculties,
involves imagination and maintains contemplation. I see connection with some Indian
tantric art, for example, a yantra. “A yantra is a nucleus of the visible and knowable,
a linked diagram of lines by which visualized energies are concentrated. It provides
the focal framework for acts of meditative visualization.”36

36

Phillip Rawson, The Art of Tantra (London: Thames and Hudson, 2002), 40.
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Chapters and Elements
In the following five chapters, one for each of the Five Elements, I explore
materials and methodology determined by each element to explore the nature,
language and possibilities of painting as a medium and process. I reference journeys
and immersion in natural environments, focussing on the genius loci or energy of
place to symbolize each element. I use the natural elements to metaphorically allude
to internal and external processes and as an analogy to the Five Elements of Tibetan
Buddhism. I find an intrinsic connection with the energy of nature and a
contemplative state of mind and explore my art practice as a contemplative art
practice, by comparing it with Dzogchen (Tibetan Buddhist) practices. I reference
philosophical studies of Indian Tantric art and practices of Tibetan Buddhism and
symbolic colour and shapes of the Five Elements in these traditions.37
Each chapter includes discussion of artists whose work is relevant to the
element. For example, earth: Michael Nelson Jagamarra, Phillip Hunter, Ian
Fairweather, John Olsen and Tenzing Rigdol all present new perspectives on
connection to place and landscape. For the element water I reference Pema Rinzin’s
poetic, contemplative work and the subtle paintings of Liz Coats that vibrate with
light, colour and movement. For fire, I chose artists that have diverse references to
fire in their paintings: Tenzing Rigdol, Eugene von Guerard, Savandhary
Vongpoothorn, Ronnie Tjampitjinpa and Lachlan Warner. I explored air as wind,
atmosphere and the Romantic Sublime landscapes of Caspar David Friedrich and
Joseph Mallord William Turner. Space contains everything and the paintings of Tim
Johnson and Lindy Lee present a quality of luminous space and a sense of
transcendence synthesising Eastern and Western traditions.
The representation of energy and symbolic elements introduces the interface
of abstraction and figuration, where imagination keeps the eye and mind shifting back
and forth between qualities. The interface of abstraction and figuration is a creative
space of possibilities, a playground for the imagination. It is a place that forms and
dissolves a stream of continual change, an analogy for the Buddhist concept of
impermanence.

37

Symbolic colours for the Five Elements in Tibetan Buddhism are Yellow = Earth, White = Water, Red = Fire,
Green = Air, Blue = Space. Sometimes the colour for water and space are interchanged.
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In applying the Five Elements inherent in Tibetan Buddhist practice to respond
to the Australian landscape, and integrating these with aspects of the Western
painting tradition and contemporary concepts of abstraction, I have sought to engage
with and extend the interface of Eastern philosophy and Western art.
As a final tribute to the Five Elements I acknowledge Mami Kataoka, artistic
director of the 21st Biennale of Sydney in 2018. I was greatly encouraged, while
drawing my research to its conclusion, by the fact that that she adopted the ancient
natural philosophy of Wuxing (The Five Elements) as an underlying theme for the
Sydney Biennale, demonstrating that an engagement with the Five Elements has
come to constitute a significant aspect of international contemporary art practice.

Contemporary Tibetan and Australian Artists

Figure 16
Ronnie Tjampitjinpa,
Fire Dreaming, 2015,
synthetic polymer on
canvas, 120 x120
cm

Figure 17
Gonkar Gyatso,
Shangri La, 2014,
mixed media on
Aluminium 76 x 76 cm

Figure 18
Tenzing Rigdo,
Identity, 2015,
collage on paper,
71.4 x 47.5 cm

Figure 19
Phillip Hunter,
Geophonic no1,
2014–2016, oil on
linen, 71 x 56 cm

Figure 20 The Five Elements in Zhang Zhung marchen script, which became early Tibetan language.
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Chapter 1: EARTH
Introduction
Earth is the name of the planet we inhabit, earth is the ground in our ordinary
life. Earth can be seen as a living, breathing organism: it regulates temperature,
burns energy and continually renews its skin. On the earth’s surface, the oceans
have had life for at least 3.5 billion years. The longest unbroken living culture on
earth is that of the Australian Aboriginal people.
In discussing how I explore the theme of Earth, I introduce some earlier
projects I worked on as a photographer with Aboriginal custodians. These changed
my way of seeing country, initiated a major difference in my way of painting
landscape and activated an understanding of my work as a contemplative practice. I
describe landscapes I have returned to many times. These places have importance
in my research by becoming the symbol for the elemental energy of earth in my
painting. They provide the texture and vitality in the work.
I discuss the work of four Australian artists who have interpreted landscape in
unique and interesting ways and contextualize their importance to my own painting.
They are John Olsen, Ian Fairweather, Michael Nelson Jagamara and Phillip Hunter.
I introduce the work of two contemporary Tibetan artists responding to Earth in
poignant and gently political ways, and I discuss a group of my paintings in which I
explore and use the colour and shape that represents Earth in Tibetan Buddhist
Dzogchen and Bon traditions.
Earth has a living cultural landscape that contains sacred sites, sites imbued
with special meaning to Australian Indigenous people, places where the spirits of
ancestral beings reside, making the land an intensely important part of Aboriginal
cultural identity. Sacred places can be rock outcrops, hills, waterholes, trees, deserts,
lakes; any number of natural features in the landscape can have ceremonial
importance relating to traditional stories and mythology. At these places, ceremonies
create a portal for transmission of ancestral energy to the site and often involve
several of the Five Elements, for example, earth, fire, water.
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On the importance of earth, Gagudju elder, Big Bill Neidjie, whose land is
Kakadu National Park, says
Rock stays, earth stays.
I die and put my bones in cave or earth.
Soon my bones become earth….
All the same
My spirit has gone back to my country….
My mother 38

Figure 21 Bill Neidjie and Felix Holmes, Kakadu, 1988, 35 mm documentary production still

Journeys into Country
As a child growing up in the country I was intrinsically connected with the land
and spent my days exploring the environment of our small farm. I watched my father
work the earth, planting and harvesting, this naturally attuned me to the seasons.
Later where possible, I chose to live in natural environments and for quite some time
painted ‘en plein air’ spending time immersed in nature. Then I worked as a stills
photographer on documentary films, ranging in environment from the Himalayas to
the Northern Territory. Around this time in the late 1980s I began working on projects
with aboriginal friends and artists.

38

Stephen Davis and Allan Fox, Australia’s Kakadu Man Bill Neidjie (Darwin: Resource Managers Pty Ltd, 1986),
51,90.
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Figure 22 Burnum Burnum at Ularu,1987,
35 mm photograph

Figure 23 Burnum Burnum claims England at
Dover, 1988, 35 mm photograph

I immersed myself in Aboriginal culture in museums and libraries as well as
travelling around Australia and visiting sacred sites, all part of photographic research
for a book by Burnum Burnum.39 I also documented him claiming England for the
Australian Aboriginal nation as the First Fleet re-enactment sailed into Sydney
Harbour, during Bicentenary celebrations in 1988, a humorous, theatrical and
poignant statement for his people.
During the filming of Kakadu Man for Film Australia I developed a friendship
with Big Bill Neidjie and structures of nature began to be informed by Big Bill’s
stories. In 1990, during an artist’s camp run by the Museum and Art Gallery of the
Northern Territory, I investigated the weathered escarpment that was once an
underwater rock platform and produced a series of detailed drawings. I spent time
with the extraordinary rock art at Ubirr and Nourlandie and at other caves with Big Bill
in his country. Cave formations and rock art continue to be sources of contemplation
and inspiration. Being in a cave in the presence of drawings made with coloured
earth pigments and plant tissue and observing the marks made by another human
thousands of years ago fills me with a sense of history and prehistory and humanity.
It is a grounding experience that inspires me to keep drawing and recording ideas.

Figure 24 Bill Neidjie, Ubirri, Kakadu, 1988,
35m photograph

Figure 25 Warramurrunundji the Fertility
Mother, Kakadu,1988, 35m photograph

39

Burnum Burnum, edited by David Stewart, Burnum Burnum’s Aboriginal Australia: A Traveller’s
Guide (Sydney: Angus and Robertson Publishers, 1988).
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In a cultural context, experiential knowledge and observation significantly
connects me with the elemental energy of earth in a different way, an ancient
shamanic way, which relates to both Bon (indigenous spiritual tradition of Tibet) and
indigenous Australian Dreamtime stories.40 As well as feeling the energy of place and
sensing the power in certain areas, I was now viewing an anthropomorphic land,
populated by ancestral and creator beings embedded in the natural forms of
landscape. As I walked in the light of this cultural knowledge, it added an intensity of
detail to my drawing. I respected the cultural laws, however, was not bound by them.
For example, Big Bill Neidje gave me authority to go anywhere in his country and this
enabled a great sense of freedom, I felt at home sitting in rock shelters and gazing
over the primordial landscape as people had done for thousands of years. However,
at dusk the energy changed and I always knew when it was time to leave.
Kakadu and Lake Mungo are pivotal places in the prehistory of man; both hold
remarkable records of the continuity of the oldest culture known to man. These
lineages are recorded in the rock art at Kakadu and in ancient human remains
uncovered at Lake Mungo. I am drawn back to these places and connect with the
open space, clear light and a sense of primordial earth.

Lake Mungo
In 1992 Burnum Burnum asked me to document the handover of Mungo
woman (now known as Mungo lady) back to her people at Lake Mungo, part of the
Willandra Lake system that dried out 19,000 years ago.
Lake Mungo encapsulates the elemental energy of earth. The erosion of hard
sand has revealed the most ancient human remains on the continent as well as the
giant prehistoric ancestors of our kangaroos, wombats and emus. Tasmanian tiger
and devil bones have also been found. Two very different skull types were found at
Lake Mungo, promoting much discussion between anthropologists. It is agreed, that
only fully modern humans made it to this continent, but there is still debate as to the
ancestors of Aboriginal Australians.41
40

I use the term shamanic to introduce the concept of ritually accessing the spiritual world or energy. It relates
with rituals of Bon culture that became absorbed into Tibetan Buddhist practices, also to practices of initiated
indigenous wise women and men of high degree in Australia. See the work of A.P. Elkin for further reading.
41
Michael Westaway, “Human Origins and the Mungo Connection,” Mungo over Millennia: The Willandra
Landscape and Its People, ed. Helen Lawrence (Sorell: Maygog Publishing, 2006), 26.
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Analysis of ancient cooking ovens made of heat-retaining termite mounds and clay
used to cook meat and fish over thousands of years also record a time when the
Earth’s magnetic field flipped 160 degrees so that the north was then in the southeast!42 The colours and light recall a place of power and haunting beauty. The
erosion, shifting sand and exposure/internment of bones give rise to the texture in my
paintings and suggest endurance and the stability of continual change. I repeatedly
reference Lake Mungo as a symbol for Earth.

Figure 26 Lunette landscape of Lake Mungo, 2009, 35 mm photograph

Figure 27 Lunette landscape of Lake Mungo,2009, 35mm photograph
Also see: “The Pleistocene Human Remains Collection from the Willandra Lakes World Heritage Area Australia
and Its Role in Understanding Modern Human Origins,” in Proceedings from the 7th and 8th Symposia on
Collection Building in Asia and the Pacific Rim, ed. Y. Tomida et al., National Science Museum Monographs
(34) 127-138, 2006.

The popular belief that Homo sapiens evolved in Africa about 100,000 -150,000 years ago before spreading
across the world was debated by Australian anthropologist Alan Thorne. Due to the discovery of two very
different skull types at Lake Mungo, Alan Thorne and Steve Webb suggested there were two distinct
populations living in the Willandra. Thorne has argued that these populations mixed and became the modern
Aboriginal Australians. He later suggested that additional populations may have migrated into the country and
mingled with the original descendants. And also, two different populations migrated to Australia at different
times and the finer boned Willandra people were from the more recent mainland south-east Asian populations,
while the people represented by heavier fossil remains at Mungo and Kow Swamp in North Eastern Victoria on
the Murray River were derived from older Javan Homo erectus. It is agreed that fully modern humans made it
to this continent, but there is still debate as to the ancestor of Aboriginal Australians.
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Materiality and Process
The materials I use exert their influence on the way I work, I enjoy
experimenting with different approaches and a variety of media. My process of
investigating the element earth is very different to my investigation of the element
water. For exploring water, I used the fluid mediums, working spontaneously, flooding
with washes, pooling, bleeding colours and overlaying transparent washes.
Many of my earth paintings are made using old paintings as the base for a
new painting, this gives a rich ground to start from. I retain texture from the
underlying painting to enhance and form a consistent weathered surface evocative of
the earth to which I add more paint and build up or scrape back, this gives an even
richer texture and I luxuriate in the materiality of thick paint. Below are two stages of
a new painting.

Figure 28 Underlying painting Spirit Country and progressive changes

The painting Finding Fossils–Sandy Desert began as a work called Spirit
Country. It underwent many changes; two examples are above. The pre-worked
canvas provided a richness of texture, a base that evokes the eroded fossilized sand
dunes and allowed me to carve back into the highly textured surface to reveal
underlying rhythms and colours. The new work involved various painting processes
including encaustic wax and lastly oil sticks to add the final layer of texture. Scraping
back and carving through layers exposed foundational rhythms and landforms.
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Figure 29 Finding Fossils–Sandy Desert, 2016, acrylic and oil paint on canvas, 102 x 102 cm

Finding Fossil –Sandy Desert is based on my wanderings in that endless
silent plain of sandy soil around Lake Mungo and memories of finding bones; and of
time spent in the amazing lunette of fossilized sand dunes known as the Wall of
China. Here the colours are subtly changing layers of yellows, pinks and greys are
revealed by the weathering of the wind, rain and time. Walking gently over the crusty
surface of dry lakebeds and sand dunes I sensed and saw fossils everywhere. The
colours of this desert are subtle and soft, the landscape has a haunting beauty.
Mungo resonates with prehistory, archaeological history and continuity through
change. It embodies the earth’s fragile stability in sustaining life and changing life
forms. With erosion and shifting sands, bones determinedly appear, disappear and
reappear, their immanence inform this painting. Floating above the landscape are
fossil forms reminiscent of skull fragments, linked by meandering lines suggestive of
wandering journeys. There is an earthy atmosphere to the painting, its colours are
the subtle colours of the Mungo lunette.
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The painting Unravelling the Dusk: Lake Mungo developed over several
stages. There is archaeological history embedded in the layers of the painting, it
contains fire as well as earth. It began as a painting called Survivor, considering fire,
landscape and regeneration of plants and seed after a bushfire. I reworked the
painting into White Heat – another day in the Desert evoking the intensity of heat and
light of the element fire as desert. Its surface texture was made by scraping back and
adding many layers of paint. The result was a richly textured base that I could relate
to the element of Earth. It was primarily a red painting with upward moving rhythms,
so I turned it on its side and worked over it quickly with oil sticks, covering the outer
corners in deep blue, suggesting space and twilight. Then I covered the rest of the
painting in greens and reds the colours of earth, desert and sunset. A few shapes
reminiscent of desert landscape and microscopic organisms remained partly
exposed, so I carved back into the paint to reveal more of these forms.
Carving through the thick paint, felt like I was excavating layers. My train of
thought carried me to times I’d spent watching the light change over the lunette
landscape of the ‘Walls of China’ at Lake Mungo. I wanted to evoke the haunting
beauty and prehistoric resonance of that desert. I worked with the colours of dusk
and shapes appeared, suggestive of early life forms and fossilized sand dunes.
When I watch a sunset in the desert forms appear and dissolve in the flickering
twilight. I sought that quality of colour and light combined with the texture of cracked
earth, with traces of time left embossed in the paint texture on the canvas.

Figure 30 Underlying paintings: Survivor and White Heat before rotating the canvas
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Figure 31 Unravelling the Dusk–Lake Mungo, 2017, acrylic & oil paint on canvas, 102 x 102 cm

Contemplating flickering forms led me to thinking of String theory – of the
vibrating strings of energy that form everything in theoretical quantum physics. I
found these echoed in this painting. My mind turned to correlations between quantum
mechanics, string theory and tantra. Theoretical quantum physics describes a view of
the working of energy that correlates with tantric texts written thousands of years ago
about subtle energy. Tantra is the path of transformation and tantric yogic practices
document the use and the energy of the five elements. In tantra, the focus on the
elements is mainly in terms of their manifestation as the vital energies in the body.
They are not reduced to biological or psychic energies, though both these energies
are manifestations of them.
This painting explores the energy of the element earth and fire through the
desert landscape. Many Australian Aboriginal stories place earth as primary focus of
the elements and although importance is given to sky beings and planetary
formations; when looking at the night sky, stories in space often reflect earthly
stories.
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Considering the philosophical aspects of the element earth in Tibetan
Buddhism and Bon, earth is the ground in our ordinary life.43 In the Bon shamanic
world view, it is usually the centre of everything and is placed in the centre of the
mandala, both in graphic representation and in experience. In Tantra and Dzogchen
texts space is considered the ground and the centre.44 Both indigenous Tibetans
and Indigenous Australians are strongly connected to the power of the natural world.
Their connection with Earth and shamanic respect for the spirits of nature and sense
of the sacred again reaffirms my sense of resonance between the two cultures. As
does A.P Elkin’s book Aboriginal Men of High Degree - Initiation and Sorcery in the
World’s Oldest Tradition.45

Mystery Bay
After exploring the sandy desert terrain of Lake Mungo, I wanted a
diametrically different environment to continue my research into earth, one equally
ancient and weathered and bearing the marks of time. Mystery Bay on the far South
coast of NSW is part of a wild coastline fed by lakes and inlets where fresh water
meets saltwater; places where life begins, and myths are born. Earth, water, fire, air
and space are all apparent here where the mountains are close to the sea and the
lakes and ocean meet. Gulaga, a sacred mountain of the Yuin nation was once an
active volcano. The rocks tell of lava flow from the sacred mountain, formed by fire
and flowing out to sea. Fossilized lava with energy lines etched by wind and water
stand in the ocean and conglomerate rocks lie in the sand like ancient reptiles. The
headland, bays and coastline are a complex myriad of forms.
I lived on the oceanfront at Mystery Bay for 12 years, explored the region,
climbed the mountain, visited sacred sites and studied Tibetan Buddhism at a gompa
on the side of Gulaga. This gompa (Tibetan meditation and teaching place) was run
by the Dzogchen community and the visiting Tibetan master was Chogyal Namkhai
Norbu Rinpoche.
43

Bon is the indigenous spiritual tradition of Tibet.
Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements in Tibetan Shamanism,
Tantra And Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002), 13.
45
A. P. Elkin’s book Aboriginal Men of High Degree: Initiation and Sorcery in the World’s Oldest Tradition,
compares practices concerning psychic power, thought transference through time and space, concentration
and visualization, doctrines of pre-existence and reincarnation and rapid travelling. See A.P. Elkin, Aboriginal
Men of High Degree: Initiation and Sorcery in the World’s Oldest Tradition (Rochester: Inner Traditions
International, 1977), 59.
44
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Figure 32 Mystery Bay, 2014, digital photograph

Figure 33 Mystery Bay Rocks, 2014, 35 mm photograph

Time and experience at Mystery Bay provided impetus for many works.
However, for this project, Mystery Bay’s weathered rocks formed by volcano and
tossed by tsunamis provided the structure. Earth Lines is a series of small paintings
based on rocks at Mystery Bay in which I adopted the use of symbolic colour and
shape that represents the element Earth in Tibetan Buddhist Dzogchen and Bon
37

traditions. From a Bon point of view, the element of Earth is symbolized by the shape
of a square and its colour is yellow, or golden and this is the same in Tibetan
Buddhism. Both Tibetan Bon tradition and Australian Aboriginal culture include spirit
of the earth element and see the land as a living being.
For the series Earth Lines I recycled a coloured ink drawing that I had made in
response to the weathered rock platforms that form the headlands around Mystery
Bay. These rocks contain veins of quartz and patterns of other coloured minerals
running through the layers of rock and small plants surviving in fissures. I cut the
original drawing into twelve squares, mounted them onto board and reassembled
them like a jigsaw puzzle. Individual works connected through rhythms of line,
suggesting patterns of plant growth and the solidity of rock. The predominate golden
yellows indicate the heat of the sun and reference the symbolic colour and shape for
earth in Tibetan and Indian Tantric Buddhism.
I built up the surface with oil stick. This transformed the drawing into a richly
textured oil painting reminiscent of weathered rock and textured earth. Working on
each individual square in this way was a very grounding process and verified the
stability of the square shape. The emotional, energetic properties I experienced,
corresponded with the elemental qualities of earth -– solid, connected, secure.
According to Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, “When the earth element is fully developed
in spiritual practice it becomes the wisdom of equanimity. This is the higher spiritual
capacity of earth that allows the practitioner to be grounded and even in any
situation.”46

46

Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements In Tibetan Shamanism,
Tantra And Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002), 15.
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Figure 34 Original ink drawing cut into 12 squares, first stage of working the squares for Earth Lines.

Figure 35 Earth Lines, 2017, paper, ink, oil paint on board, each panel 21 x 21 cm
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Australian Artists
Four Australian artists who have influenced the way I see my work and my
perspective on connection to place and landscape painting are John Olsen, Ian
Fairweather, Michael Nelson Jagamara in the 1980s and, in 1990s, Phillip Hunter.
John Olsen’s organic, free-flowing robust, joyous calligraphic lines evoke an
experience of “the natural world as a living pulsing organism.” 47 Figures absorbed
into landscape; observed from multiple viewpoints, a multiplicity of things seen, felt
and remembered, create a poetic suggestive narrative. The energy in his work incited
me to explore the energy of line as a way of connecting all elements in my own
painting. Line in repetition simulates the pulsation of elemental energy forming and
dissolving innumerable patterns.
A sense of growth in the natural world and in the imagination is apparent in
Olsen’s painting and parallels Paul Klee’s conception of nature and creativity. This
quote from Klee could almost be a description of a painting from Olsen’s You Beaut
Country series.
Fantastic and grotesque, nature, with its infinite variety of blooms and the
ecstatic call of sexual manifestations was richer than man’s wildest imaginings.
And underlying everything, there was always a subtle yet strict law of creation
according to which these formations developed in themselves and through the
generation of their species … confronted by such things it is only natural to wish
to obtain the same creative freedom.48

Figure 36 John Olsen, Summer in You Beaut Country, 1962, oil on composition board 393 x 431 cm
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Deborah Hart, John Olsen (Sydney: Craftsman House, 1991), 56.
Werner Haftmann, The Mind and Work of Paul Klee (London: Faber and Faber, 1954), 30.
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Ian Fairweather’s distinctive visual language integrated many of my own early
interests as a painter, such as the European modernism of Cezanne and Cubism,
Chinese calligraphy and philosophy. He was an inspiration with his gestural
calligraphy weaving layers, emerging and disappearing, defining patches of light and
dark. Complex layers of positive and negative, with figures mysteriously entangled
within the picture plane as he bridges figuration and abstraction. Layer after layer, a
mesh of experience, memory and the present along with a connection to the spirit of
place, are all caught in the organic process of painting. Later in his life he was also
influenced by Aboriginal art.

Figure 37 Ian Fairweather, House by the Sea, 1960. synthetic paint on cardboard

Figure 38 Ian Fairweather, The Pool, 1959, synthetic polymer paint on cardboard, 95.5 x 117.8 cm
Art Gallery of New South Wales
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When I first saw Michael Nelson Jagamara’s iconic work Five Stories I was
entranced by its illusive perspective. I was viewing the land from a great height and at
the same time fully immersed in its intimate detail. I was struck by the bold
composition of a dividing line straight down the middle of the seemingly disparate
surrounding country. Five Stories was one of three works by Jagamara hung in the
1986 Biennale of Sydney: Origins, Originality + Beyond. This was the first time
Aboriginal artists were represented in the Biennale.49

Figure 39 Michael Nelson Jagamara, Five Stories, 1984, acrylic on canvas, 122 x182 cm

Michael Nelson Jagamara is a senior Warlpiri man and started painting at the
Papunya community, west of Alice Springs in the 1980s. During this time the evolving
desert style gradually leaned away from the map-like sites and journey lines to focus
more on experimentation with design elements. Jagamara found his forte in this
aesthetic exploration. He is innovative and high profile in the growing awareness of
Aboriginal contemporary art’s significance nationally and internationally. By the time
of the 1999 Asia Pacific Triennial at the Queensland Art Gallery he had moved away
from exhibiting precise work; the meticulous dots had been replaced by vigorous
calligraphic gestures giving ancient symbols new life.
Thanks to Michael Nelson Jagamara and projects with other aboriginal friends,
the viewpoint in much of my own work became topographical, while still anchored in
49
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detail. Now there is no horizon line as I am fully immersed in the landscape, while a
part of my consciousness maintains an overview from above.
Both cartography and painting use symbolic design, effective through size,
shape, colour, texture, line and pattern. Maps and paintings figure and reconfigure
space, as well as our place in it; they transform visual and virtual representations of
spatial information. The disciplines of mapping and painting intersect, as mapping
has become a common functioning metaphor in Western contemporary abstract art,
.a visual history of symbols, signs and diagrams. The painting below by Phillip Hunter
is an example and his body of work Geophonics (see page 43) employ a unique form
of mapping. The intersection between mapping and painting also exists in traditions
of Australian aboriginal art and I address this briefly in in chapter two while
investigating iconography of the Water element and in chapter three, Fire, where I
explore the mind maps of Tibetan mandalas. Forms of mapping that depart from
conventional cartography interest me; mapping as process, internal mapping, as well
as being in a place and communicating that experience of connection. My
association with mapping relates to different dimensions, my painting becomes the
symbol representing the energy of the element I am working with. In this way, the
element is my map.

Figure 40 Phillip Hunter, TIdal Surge–Dust wave no 2, 2007, oil on linen, 122 x 107 cm
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Philip Hunter captivates me with his evocative lines, suspended in an almost
sublime landscape. These perfectly reflect the genius loci of the Wimmera region of
northwest Victoria. He offers a peripheral view of landscape, an invitation to “that
which is perceived on the periphery of one’s vision”50 Two of his projects that I find
relevant to my research into the element Earth are his Flatlands Project and his
Geophonics Project. Flatlands Project was born out of intrigue with events happening
beneath the Earth’s crust. These haunting paintings conjure the balance between life,
the environment and the mysterious nature of earth’s centre. Lines and marks within
these paintings hover like a wind across the land and draw me in and make me
ponder.

Figure 41 Philip Hunter, Shallow Aquife, 2016, oil on linen, 122 x 213 cm

His body of work titled Geophonics responds to a phenomenon known as ‘postglacial bounce’. During the last ice age, the weight of the ice sheet was heavy
enough in some parts of the world to compress the lithosphere – that is a
compression of soil and rock of up to 70-80km below the Earth’s surface. In the past
15,000 years, there are places where the lithosphere has begun to expand again, the
ground popping up in increments that look like the terracing of rice paddies in
mountainous regions of Asia. Hunter speculated about the sound that the ‘expansion’
might make deep below the surface and coined the term Geophonics to highlight the
idea of sounds in the Earth. The idea of an underground noise and space (or nonspace) adds a different structure to the landscapes he has constructed. Philip
Hunter’s investigations into vision, the earth’s geologies and complex ideas result in
intriguingly mysterious paintings that embody spacial amplitude. I am drawn into
50

Janet McKenzie, “Phillip Hunter,” Studio International, July 5, 2016,
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these paintings by his ability to conjure vast mysterious, isolated spaces and a
moody, metaphysical silence in his work. I relate to his interest in ice-age landscape
phenomena through my interest in the ice-age landscape of Lake Mungo.
Contemporary Tibetan Artists
Contemporary Tibetan artists of the diaspora, Tenzing Rigdol and Gonkar
Gyatso have both addressed the issue of landscape and earth in connection with
their Tibetan identity in very different and compelling ways.
Tenzing Rigdol is part of the Tibetan diaspora. Born in Nepal in 1982 to a
Tibetan refugee family, he studied traditional Tibetan thangka, sand painting, butter
sculpture and Buddhist philosophy. He gained a BFA in Painting and Drawing and a
BA in Art History at the University of Colorado in 2005. His work now includes
painting, drawing, sculpture, collage, digital, video-installation, performance art and
site-specific pieces. His current paintings offer a personal perspective, referencing
Tibetan Buddhism and individual identity. He also deals with giving form to Buddhist
ideals while incorporating beliefs relative to the present global reality, thus recontextualizing core Buddhist concepts.

Figure 42 Tenzing Rigdol, Our Land Our People, 2007, site specific installation Dharamshala, India,
soil from Tibet, 13 x 13 m, Photograph by Bhuchung D. Sonam, Rossi & Rossi, London

He has also explored the concept of identification with the land and the earth. In
Dharamshala, India during October 2011 he erected a site-specific installation called
Our Land Our People.
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In his own words,
I realised that there are many Tibetans like my father who couldn’t go back to
Tibet due to the political reasons and then I thought maybe I could bring Tibet
or a small part of Tibet to them. I made plans to transport 20,000 kilograms of
soil from Tibet to India, through Nepal. And the journey was a bit difficult and
dangerous one, and altogether it took me about seventeen months and after
crossing more than fifty checkpoints and border securities, I managed to get
the soil into Dharamshala. I made a three-dimensional sculpture of a Tibetan
flag which also looked like a stage, and laid the 20,000 kilograms of soil on top
of it and had people walk on it. And I also had a standing microphone in which
they could say and share whatever they feel while they were standing on the
Tibetan soil.51
The majority of Tibetans in exile live in and around Dharamshala and Rigdol realized
that it is there the work had the greatest real impact on Tibetan people as an
interactive artwork. Many of the Tibetans were moved to tears by Rigdol’s installation
and “it seems contact with the physical earth of Tibet evokes a longing, not just out of
nostalgia, but for part of themselves that is missing”52 As with Australian Aboriginal
people, the land is part of their identity and without it they are not quite whole.
Gonkar Gyatso was born in 1961 in Lhasa, he moved to London in the late
1990s on scholarship to the Chelsea School of Art and Design, where he attained his
MA in Fine Art. Gyatso studied Chinese Brush Painting attaining a B.F.A in Beijing.
He studied Thangka, (traditional Tibetan scroll painting) in Dharamshala. He has
been living and working in the West since the late 1990s. For many years Gonkar
Gyatso has encrusted traditional Buddhist iconography with pop cultural referents to
explore issues of identity, globalisation, hybridity, and consumerism. According to
Angela Mary Ryan, “Gyatso uses the Buddha models as scaffolds for the profound
issues which concern modern life.”53 His work Reclining Buddha – Shanghai to Llasa
Express depicts the land of Tibet as an incarnation of the Reclining Buddha because
the land is inextricably linked with Buddhism. It was first exhibited at the 53rd Venice
51
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Biennale and then at the 6th Asia Pacific Triennial in Brisbane, Queensland. At one
point on the Buddha’s surface among the countless stickers, papercuts, pamphlets
etc is an image of an Australian Aboriginal man and instead of holding a spear, he is
holding a Tibetan trident impaling an M&M cartoon icon. Ryan notes that “A speech
bubble from his mouth reads: Hi H.H. Make sure don’t end up like us in your own
land. The ‘H. H.’ refers to ‘His Holiness’, the honorific title of the Dalai Lama. An
analogy is being drawn between the indigenous peoples of Australia and Tibet who
have both been marginalised by the occupation of their land by foreign powers and
the influx of alien peoples and ideas.”54

Figure 43 Gonkar Gyatso, Reclining Buddha – Shanghai to Lhasa Express, 2009, stickers, pencil,
papercuts, and screenprints on treated paper, 10 panels, 200 x 900 cm total.

Figure 44 Gonkar Gyatso, Reclining Buddha – Shanghai to Lhasa Express (detail) 2009, stickers,
pencil, papercuts, and screenprints on treated paper, 10 panels, 200 x 900 cm total.
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Conclusion
We are intrinsically connected with earth, physically sustained by the minerals
and organic life that has evolved here. It is part of us, it is home, we are part of the
ecosystem. This is acknowledged and honoured by indigenous people through
sacred ceremonies. Great suffering is experienced if we are dislocated from where
we belong, if we are removed from the biological community of interacting organisms
and their physical environment. This is seen clearly in the Aboriginal communities of
Australia and Tibet. The earliest art recorded on walls of caves communicated an
understanding of this connection. Earth is our foundation, our stability, our strength,
our security, our steadiness, our groundedness, focus and connection and these
qualities develop the wisdom of equanimity. When researching indigenous artists of
Australia and Tibet I found myself responding with overwhelming sympathy for their
displacement and great appreciation for the contemporary interpretations of their art
traditions.
Painting the element earth, I naturally gravitated to layers of thick paint, a
physical connection to pigment, to building texture then carving back into it and
excavating into underlying colours. I enjoyed the involvement with rich, plentiful paint
and there was a sense of stability and connection with the energy of earth. I recalled
times of being in caves, surrounded by ancient rock art and a sense of enduring
humanity and fragile continuity.

Figure 45 Lake Mungo, 2009, 35 mm photograph
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Chapter 2: WATER
Introduction
In discussing how I have explored the theme of water, I describe my personal
relationship to water and the importance of the natural environments I inhabit as
visual stimuli and reference. I explore the element water via the different material
processes of mixed media and printmaking techniques and most importantly
watercolour. I consider the properties of water to reflect on the nature, language and
possibilities of painting as a medium and process, in particular fluidity, translucency,
transparency.
I began my investigations into the water element as it is characterized in the
Five Elements described in India, Tibet and China. I use images of water to
investigate a concept in Tantric art of immobilizing vibrational patterns of expanding
and contracting energy that represent consciousness itself. As well as engaging with
the symbolic meaning of water and its representation in Tibetan and Indian traditions
of Buddhism, I also consider briefly Australian Indigenous art and how the
iconography of water changes as it travels through country. These cultural
perspectives vitally enrich my practice conceptually and perceptually. I also look at
how water is depicted in the work of contemporary Tibetan artist Pema Rinzin and
Australian artist Liz Coats. I draw on the writings of French philosopher Gaston
Bachelard and the way he stimulates imagination by referencing the material
elements. Of particular significance to my work is his essay Water and Dreams – An
Essay on the Imagination of Matter, Bachelard’s contribution, the importance of
metaphoric thinking and its relevance as poetic reverie to stimulate the
imagination. 55 Bachelard’s work offers a Western reference for my approach to
water as an element in Eastern traditions.
Water is personally significant as I have lived with the ambience of large areas
of water most of my life. I lived next to a river for seven years, on an island for twentytwo years and then on the edge of the ocean for twelve years; and now I live near a
beach at the edge of the Royal National Park, south of Sydney. I go to sleep to the
sound of the ocean, watch the sun rise and moon set over the ocean. That vast body
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of water is like the unconscious mind, it can influence my feelings and actions, and it
is always there to calm my mind or remind me of our everchanging condition.

Figure 46 Ripple, Reflection and Tibetan Gossamer. 2015-2016, acrylic on canvas, 4 panels,
each 107 x 71 cm.

Here I offer a Tibetan overview of the element Water. The idea of balancing
elemental energies can be usefully applied to any human function, quality, activity,
psychological make-up, emotional state and physical environment including making
art. I consider, balance or emphasize one or several of the five elements during the
process of painting.56 Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche states
when the water element is in balance, there is comfort in ourselves and in our
lives. We can be fluid, accepting of situations, joyful, content. In meditation,
too much water can diminish clarity. Too little water results in discomfort and
a lack of joy. The highest development of the element water in spiritual
practice is the development of mirror-like wisdom.57
Mirror-like wisdom is standing calm and immutable whatever the circumstances. It is
knowledge of what is real, what is illusion or a mere reflection. The mirror is mind
itself, clear like the sky, empty but luminous. This relates to “the female Buddha
Lochana (Locana) whose element is pure clear water and as it is calm, it forms a
perfect mirror like the still surface of a lake.”58 White is the Tibetan colour for the
element water and for Lochana, who embodies clear seeing and is associated with
mirror-like wisdom. Considering the importance of white, I commenced working with
water-based materials on paper to maintain luminosity by using washes of
transparent colour, thus allowing the white paper to glow through. This retains the
56
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brightness and freshness of the colour and connects with Tibetan Buddhist
significance of the element water.

Figure 47 Tide, 2014, watercolour, ink & gouache on hahnemuhle paper, 75 x 108 cm

Depicted below is an example of white representing water in a poetic and
contemplative painting by the Tibetan artist Pema Rinzin. Water #5, containing colors
and forms representing water, using ground minerals and gold on canvas. Within
each ‘droplet’ is a coloured ball, representing colors of the other four elements.

Figure 48 Pema Rinzin, Water #5, 2011, ground pigments and gold on canvas, 134 x 104 cm
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While his paintings are presented in a contemporary western context and format,
Pema Rinzin shares traditional techniques as a means of preserving the culture. One
such technique, his use of ground mineral pigments as a medium – gold, lapis lazuli,
green malachite – are all gem quality as reference to his precious Tibetan heritage.59
The paintings of New Zealand born Australian artist Liz Coats are often the result
of a subtle interplay of perception and embodiment in process as she works. Her
knowledge is honed through observing living patterns in nature and working at the
matrix of colour and light. Her series Streaming referenced a small pool below a
waterfall, where foamy strands of bubbles kept forming and dissolving. She states,
For me, painting is not just about painting. Each image develops as an
experiential record of this artist’s perceptions and sense of embodiment made
tangible.
She goes on to say:
In the space between seeing colours through light and engaging with colour
media as an image develops, I am a participant rather than controller with
colour and spatial interactions.60

Figure 49 Liz Coats, Streaming 5, 2012, acrylic on canvas,110 x 89 cm
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Materiality and Process
My initial investigations into the element water are works on paper and began
as an expression of fluidity and as a symbol of new beginnings. I had just moved
home, set up a new studio and started a degree. Living near the ocean again, that
body of water suggests the subconscious, the recognition of a primal state,
beginnings, the fluid space of the womb, movement, rhythm, continuity, tranquillity,
fluidity. There were many patterns to explore.
I premixed absolute matte paint of every colour with varying amounts of water
in buckets, this took days and gave me a large variety of colour washes to work with.
This preparation is part of a meditative process and knowing that I won’t have to stop
to mix more colour, settles my mind into open spaciousness so that when I begin
working, I can work spontaneously. l then lined up five sheets of 75 x 106cm
hahnemuhle paper on my studio floor and worked quickly, intuitively, with large
calligraphy brushes, loaded with watercolour paint and using my whole arm and
body, constantly circling the work, giving me a topographic view from all angles. I
flooded the paper with rhythms of linear brush strokes. Sometimes the colours bled
into each other or pooled, I welcomed such incidents and left them to dry overnight.
For several days I worked back into the paintings identifying and defining
predominant rhythms, building up the intensity of colour through layering more
transparent washes until a depth of space occurred. This was the beginning of the
interface of abstraction and figuration. I was working instinctively with the abstract
elements of line, rhythm, colour, tone, space and light, and now I wanted a
meaningful visual symbol that represented water, its flux and changing nature. It had
to be the moon. I have long watched the full moon rise over the ocean, aware of the
energy of the moon, its pull on water causing tidal change and how my own body
energy waxes and wanes with moon cycles.
Depicted here are examples of the stages one painting went through. I
choose to work with 300gsm hahnemuhle paper, a German etching paper because it
is a beautiful, absorbent and tough paper. It also does not warp when lying on my
studio floor flooded with water and coloured inks.
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Figure 50 Estuary, different stages 2014, watercolour, ink & gouache on hahnemuhle paper

Figure 51 Estuary, 2014, watercolour, ink & gouache on hahnemuhle paper, 75 x108 cm.

On each sheet of paper, I lightly drew a central circle over the watercolour
base. It represents the moon which symbolizes water and a mandala. I wanted to
maintain the sense of transparency and light of watercolour, to let the shape breathe
… so to define the circle I filled it with white dots. This allows breathing space and the
colours below to glow through. Applying these dots, felt like I was making the shape
at an atomic level. I found a renewed respect for the patience of Aboriginal artists
who work in the dot painting style. I discovered how difficult it is to keep the dots as
regular shapes and evenly spaced and became a little bored until I reached a
contemplative zone where the dot became a Bindu. According to Hindu and Tantric
belief systems the Bindu is a sacred symbol of the universe in its unmanifested form
and the Bindu in the circle is an acceptance of it all.61
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Figure 52 Crescent Moon, 2014, watercolour, ink & gouache on hahnemuhle paper, 75 x 108 cm

In the painting above, a circle symbolizes water as in Indian Tantric art, a
crescent moon symbolizes water in the subtle energy system of yoga and a white
circle symbolizes water as in Tibetan Buddhism. This forms a mandala (which also
means circle) an archetypal image that signifies wholeness, totality, the cosmos or
the potent core of psychic energy.

Figure 53 Naga, 2014, watercolour, ink & gouache on hahnemuhle paper, 75 x 108 cm

Looking at water, I see a fluid weaving, with ripples moving in one direction and
undercurrents moving in other directions. Reflected light on the surface becomes
rippling patterns of constantly changing shapes. Water is the perfect metaphor for the
Chinese philosophy of Dao, the way of harmony with natural order, also described as
“the source, pattern and substance of everything that exists”62
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Each individual element contains five aspects, reflecting the other elements.
Buddhist iconographer, Tantric scholar and Vajrayana yogi Kulavadhuta
Satpurananda63 with whom I studied mandala and traditional Indian drawing in
Sikkim, explains the five aspects of water as follows:
Earth of Water is the state of physical emotions / sensations
Water of Water the state of neuro-sensation, experience, concentration
Fire of Water the state of recognition of sensations correlating to thoughts
Air of Water is the state of judgments standing on sensory experiences
Sky of Water is the state of Identity derived from samadhi of sensationemotion-experience.64 (Here sky refers to space)

Figure 54 Kulavadhuta Satpuranada, photo Carmen Ky, Carmen Ky and Baba, photo Jenny Templin

An underlying grid in my own painting organically reflects the rhythms of the
ocean, forming and dissolving, linking to the energy and rhythms that form and
dissolve our world, the ebb and flow, the fluidity of continuous change. I see flux in
all the elements and look for natural shapes, rhythms and symbols that express
radiant elemental energy. Water expresses that fluid dynamic, most succinctly,
forming and dissolving a changing variety of pattern, in endless rhythmic design.
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Figure 55 EbbTide, 2015, etching, acrylic & oil paint & paper on board, each panel 31 x 30 cm

Ebb Tide is a mixed-media work based on an etching proof that I cut into
three equal squares, mounted on board and connected through existing flowing lines
of the print. I then introduced eddies of lineal patterns in acrylics and oil sticks over
the original etched lines, forming dimensional currents, some in red as reference to
the Tantric Indian system of colour for water. I also added sequences of crescent
moon shapes, iconography for water in the same yogic system. The crescent shapes
also appeared to represent floating white boats. Suspended above the crescents are
glowing orbs.
Poetry of Water
Investigating the element water through the writings of Bachelard, I enter a
musing state, a daydream induced by the way in which he stimulates imagination
through references to the material elements. This Western poetic reverie is a
counterpoint to my interest in highly ritualized Tibetan Buddhist practices that use the
Five Elements and are aimed at producing awareness or knowing, rigpa,65 the true
nature of the individual.
Gaston Bachelard proposed that a philosophic doctrine of the imagination
involves the relationship between material and formal causality. He classifies
different types of imagination under the heading of the material elements referred to
in traditional philosophy and ancient cosmologies – a law of four elements, air, fire,
water, earth. Bachelard states “A material element must provide its own substance,
its particular rules and poetics” 66 He acknowledges the association of formal
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principles with each of the four elements that became signs of philosophic
disposition. These are archetypal poetic temperaments, he calls them hormones of
the imagination.

Figure 56 Ripple, Reflection: Yarralumla Lake, 2015, 35m photograph

“The essence of imagination is dynamism, movement, kinetic activity, fluidity,
perpetual metamorphic mobility. Imagination projects the entire human being and
poetic forms are a deposit left by imaginary motion.”67 He traces the life of images
back to their organic roots in the substances of nature; our mind and the world as we
see it is made from these elements. Bachelard writes “Reveries of material
substances — imaginations of mud and fire, wings and still ponds connect us to our
universe for it is we who have named it.”68 Bachelard’s mud, fire, wings and still
ponds are simply other words for earth, fire, air and water. Water and Dreams – an
Essay on the Imagination of Matter’ addresses the elemental substance of water in
our lives, poetry, reveries, dreams and imagination. Bachelard views the elements in
a pre-Socratic sense, as both ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ The pre-Socratics saw the world as a
kosmos, an ordered arrangement that could be understood via rational inquiry. For
example, Heraclitus 535 BC - 475 BC posited that all things in nature are in a state of
perpetual flux, connected by logical structure or pattern, which he termed logos.69
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Bachelard claims we can
recognize in water, in its substance, a type of intimacy that is very different
from those suggested by the ‘depths’ of fire or rock. (earth) The material
imagination of water is a special type of imagination; water is also a type of
destiny that is no longer simply the vain destiny of fleeting images and neverending dream but an essential destiny that endlessly changes the substance of
the being.70
As a visual artist, I am encouraged by Bachelard’s active imagery; it influences and
expands my way of seeing. I find his poetic philosophical flow of words extend my
thoughts and consciousness, enriching my ability to develop symbols from the
material elements of the environment. The painting then exists in its own right as
signifying a shift in seeing and knowing.

Figure 57 Yarralumla Lake, 2016, digital photograph

Richard Leviton, American writer, researcher and editor, summarizes
Bachelard’s writings on water, metaphoric thinking and its relevance in Water is the
Liquid Language of Poetry.71 He quotes Bachelard “The element water is the
fundamental metaphor for depth and past time. Everything that flows is water;
everything that flows participates in water’s nature.”72 Water is the transitory element,
the embodiment of flux, compromise, fluidity, pliability, mixing. It demonstrates the
endlessly changing substance of our own essential being, teaching us that our
70
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destiny is that of flowing water. Water instils a taste for infinity; we feel transported
because we are carried on water’s current.
Photographing rippling patterns of reflected trees in the Moruya River, I
became mesmerized by the constant, everchanging ripples. Back in the studio, I
developed a series of digital prints on arches paper and further extended the work by
tearing up some of my etching proofs into ripple patterns and collaging them onto the
digital prints. This became a triptych called Ripple, combining new and old print
technologies through collage.

Figure 58 Ripple, 2015, digital etchings, each panel 65 x 32 cm

Water in Indigenous Art
Throughout the course of investigating the water element, I reflected on
Australian Indigenous art and how iconography of water changes as it travels through
the country of different clan groups. I had moved from ocean-front at Mystery Bay, on
the south coast of New South Wales (country of the Yuin people) close to the sacred
mountain Gulaga, an extinct volcano (named by Captain Cook as Mt Dromedary). At
Gulaga, the head of the Rainbow Serpent emerges out of the ground in a spectacular
towering stone form.73 The regenerative and reproductive power in nature and human
beings is attributed to the Rainbow Serpent and is seen as the journey of water
across and through the land and even the moisture in the sky, literally becoming a
rainbow at times.
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Personal conversations on site with Yuin elder Guboo Ted Thomas and Anne Thomas, Gulaga 2006.
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The iconography of desert art shows concentric circles representing a
campsite waterhole and two concentric circles with wavy lines between them being
waterholes and running water. The fine crosshatched rarrk patterns of bark paintings
in Eastern Arnhem Land show water in repetitive groupings of directional lines within
geometric compositional templates. In central Arnhem Land the more geometric
lineal patterns are inhabited by figures, fish, whales and boats, elegantly combining
geometric abstraction and figuration. The Arnhem Land cross-hatched patterns are
different clan designs that “produce an optical brilliance reflecting the presence of
ancestral forces”74 I felt inspired to try and obtain “Optical brilliance”.

Figure 59 Wandjuk Marika, The Sacred Waterhole at Bilapinya, 1966 pigment on bark,
52.3 x 31.5 cm, collected by JA Davidson at Yirrkala
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Wally Caruana, “Introduction - Old Masters: Australia’s Great Bark Artists” in Wally Caruana et al., Old Masters:
Australia’s Great Bark Artists / National Museum of Australia (Canberra: National Museum Australia 2013),12.
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Figure 60 Malcolm Jagamarra, Ngapa.(Water Dreaming),1993, 5 colour plate etching,
50 x 43 cm for Berkeley Editions

As a printmaker, I was commissioned to transform two of Central Western
Desert painter Malcom Jagamarra’s dot paintings into editions of multi-plate colour
etchings, one painting being a Water Dreaming and the other Snake Dreaming.
These were part of my stream of consciousness as I painted my first canvases
following the initial works on paper for this project.
My first paintings on canvas referenced reflected light on water and serpent
energy. In western Arnhem Land the Rainbow Serpent is currently associated with
ceremonies about fertility. In India, Naga is the serpent water spirit who activates the
water element in rivers, lakes, seas and wells. Nagas are mythical semi-divine beings
and can also be earth-dwellers living in underground caverns. Nagas are associated
with unseen beings, with water and fluid energy. In Shiva-Hinduism and Buddhism,
Naga often has the form of a great cobra.75
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“Naga Hindu Mythology” in Britannica, Accessed June 10, 2019. https://www.britannica.com/topic/naga-Hindumythology.
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Fluidity, Resonance, Energy and Light.
Major factors in these next paintings are fluidity, resonance, energy and light.
Considering water as a state of flux and as primordial wisdom and the unconscious
mind, opened many imaginative possibilities. The idea of containing the flow of
patterns and rhythms of water in a still space referenced concepts in Tantric art of
forms, where the vibrational patterns of the expansion and contraction of energy are
represented as immobilized energy and symbolize consciousness itself.76 Water is
both sensual and psychological and can symbolize the mind.

Figure 61 Serpent’s Nest, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 61 x 61 cm

In the first painting, Serpents Nest, I introduced two serpents of contrasting colour
into the grid, the opposing colours of red and green balanced each other preventing
any sudden movement and maintained the continuity. Then I introduced a tight
pattern of glowing orbs floating above the woven grid, suggesting reflected light
patterns on water. This introduced greater spatial dimension without disturbing the
quietness and contributed to the idea of immobilized energy. Recalling my vision of
water as fluid weaving and as an underlying source pattern, in this case, the
expansion and contraction of energy, I quietened the energy of water in these
paintings by containing the work in a square, rather than the more flowing landscape
76

Ajit Mookerjee and Madhu Khanna, The Tantric Way: Art - Science - Ritual, (Boston: New York Graphic
Society, Thames and Hudson 1977), 51.
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format. This had the immediate desired effect, akin to focusing under a telescope.
The rhythms became compressed, held in with limited movement; the weaving
pattern was tight, suggesting a subtle, interlocking, interconnected and contained
energy.

Figure 62 Waterhole, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 61 x 61 cm

In the next painting Waterhole, the grid of weaving water became smaller, similar to
a woven net that held the serpent energy contained. Waterholes can be a peaceful
abode of water. I have time spent sitting and drawing beside waterholes or billabongs
in Kakadu, enjoying the solitude until late one afternoon as the light started to
change, I sensed danger and instinctively knew there was a crocodile lurking close
by.
This painting holds a sense of containment at its edges. The centre opens up to
a different space. In it I placed a circle, and around it, glowing dots. It had become a
waterhole in which the moon and stars are reflected. Again, I introduced a sequence
of glowing orbs that held the stillness of the picture plan.
Looking at the painting from the viewpoint of seeing the moon and stars
reflected in water, I recalled William Robinson’s immersive paintings of the natural
world, in which a puddle with extraordinarily skewed perspective reflects the
Australian bush … and the universe. Robinson maintains the scale of minutiae in his
brush strokes, while evoking a sense of cosmic creation, along with a good shot of
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humour in his work. He has captured a sense of the European grandeur of landscape
and the Romantic sublime re-interpreted through his personal vision, his religion and
humour, into an iconic version of Australian dreaming. His fusion of the infinite and
mundane transport us into contemplation.

Figure 63 William Robinson, Moonshine Landscape, 1987, oil on linen, 1396 x 1020 cm

Coming across a waterfall in the Australian bush is always a treat and the
larger waterfalls I have experienced are majestic and spectacular, such as Twin Falls
in Kakadu and Huang Goshu Waterfall in China. I referenced a waterfall to more fully
explore the concept in Tantric art of vibrational patterns of the expansion and
contraction of energy as immobilized energy that represents consciousness itself.
The energy of a waterfall is very different to the quiet, still, pool of water that forms a
billabong. The dynamic flowing energy of a waterfall, constantly moving, shimmering
and changing perfectly describes a stream of consciousness.
Using repetition of line and shape and different colour combinations created a
shimmering quality of light and vibrational pattern. The square format contained the
energy and I found that by spacing the lines and negative spaces evenly, I controlled
the dynamic flow. Repetition held the energy in check, it became a controlled pattern
and slowed down. It was now a ‘still’ of an expanding, contracting, flowing energy.
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Again, I added a layer of glowing orbs, with the sequence this time in a vertical
direction, which related to drops of falling water and reflected light.

Figure 64 Waterfall, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 61 x 61 cm

Cross-cultural Colour Symbolism of the Element Water
Both the Indian and Tibetan system of the Five Elements differ from the
Chinese system of Earth, Water, Fire, Metal and Wood. The Indian and Tibetan
systems are Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space. However, Tibet and India have a
different colour and meaning for Air, Fire and Water.
According to Kulavadhuta Satpurananda, “The disparity between the Tibetan
and the Indian colour systems of the elements is because the Tibetan colour system
works on the line of Medicinal texts, the same with Hindus in India.”77 He thinks the
Tibetans inherited that system from Bon (pre-Buddhism in Tibet) which was regarded
as the Kailasha Agama system by Indians in pre-Buddhist era. Nagarjuna gave
teachings on both systems. So, there are two different variations of fire, water and
air. “Tibetans see fire as emotional and red with capacity for creation, sex, desire,
attraction, greed, anger and have water as white, relating to contentment and mirrorlike wisdom. White according to Ayurveda is the also colour of water. However,
according to Indian yogic tradition, white is the AURA of Mind which is the Fire
77

Personal conversation with Kulavadhuta Satpurananda 2016.
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element. White is representing the LIGHT that holds the rainbow of all-views of
Wisdom, which is knowledge or dharma. These yoga tantras describe red as
emotional state which is fixed to the 36 fluids running through the body and
considered as Water and red.”78
The next series of six paintings are important as they reference the Indian
Tantric tradition of red as the colour for the element water and they also relate directly
to the environmental occurrence of red algal bloom that periodically flows in on the tide
of Australian coastal waters. Symbolic colour and hence meaning, and natural
environmental phenomena underpin much of my work. I experienced the red tide
phenomena (algal bloom) at Merimbula on the south coast of New South Wales during
a field trip with a group of artists and scientists contemplating the effects of climate
change on that region. The trip was organized by John Reid of the Environmental
Studio (ANU) and Prof Barbara Norman of Urban and Regional Planning at the
University of Canberra. Projected climate change and the effect on the region made
was investigated by the scientists and responded to by the artists.
I often rework older paintings, transform their characteristic attributes so they
become a new painting. I did this to these works when I commenced my research
program. Adding more shades of red to represent the symbolic colour of water in the
Indian system, which relates to fluids of the body. I worked quickly, using Chinese
calligraphy brushes loaded with absolute matt acrylic, covering the canvas in washes
of blues and greens to add depth to the paintings. Then I applied linear directions with
oil stick and oil paint reminiscent of tidal patterns and blood flow. Although this
demanded precision, I wanted to maintain a sense of freedom of movement and
rhythm suggesting the ebb and flow of the ocean and free flow of the energy of blood
and water. Finally, I added glowing dots along some of the main arteries of flow. These
dots allude to acupuncture points or centres of energy.79 The series celebrated
conversations I had with Kulavadhuta Satpurananda about the different colour and
meaning of the element water in Indian and Tibetan traditions. “Red Tide”
acknowledge the Indian tradition of the Five Elements with water representing
emotion and also being fluids of the body, including blood. These paintings
connected with the internal and external landscape.

78
79

Personal conversation with Kulavadhuta Satpurananda 2016.
I studied and practiced traditional Chinese Acupuncture for ten years (1974–1984).
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Figure 65 Red Tide, 2014, acrylic & oil paint on canvas, each panel 45 x 35 cm

Water acts as a map of emotions, it symbolizes purification, cleansing and
is associated with feelings of peace, comfort and joy. It can be clear, muddied,
turbulent, calm, agitated, still or flowiing. Representing the formlessness seen in
water with the use of lines intrinsically carries a circumscribing power, a tendency to
form things. However, to represent formlessness through lines is managed by the
strength of the expressive portrayal of the element they represent, so they are
surrounded and subjected to the power of this formless phenomena and can
therefore skilfully compose harmonious relations with that element. Water is my map
for fluidity as underlying source pattern and evokes infinity and poetry. When water
moves it concentrates and dissipates light, it refracts light, each wave forms a lens
that throws a pattern on the bottom of ocean, pool or pond. The surface of water is a
mirror that reflects light and colour.
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Conclusion
Water is vital to our existence on this planet, to every living cell. Not only does our
body rely on hydration, our mind, our imagination and our emotions all benefit from the
ways of water. Water teaches us about fluidity, adaption, ease, acceptance, contentment,
purity, clarity and joy. Our feelings and emotions ride on water and benefit from flow,
water affects balance and can be a mirror. I am inspired by the poetics of water.
Working with water-based mediums induces fluidity and freedom in my
approach to painting and places me at the centre of flux. It teaches me to be more
experimental, flowing, accepting of accidents or incidents that occur with media and
happily embrace them into the work. Using water automatically introduces more light
into my painting and I found the flow of ideas forms a natural sequence of regular
realizations to solve problems as they arise. The water element tuned me to rhythm,
an understanding of cross-currents and undercurrents that make work interesting,
and to accepting continual change. Repetition of pattern and the forming and
dissolving of water-based paint left a trace of time and an echo of timelessness in my
work. Water contains infinity and the nature of flowing time, stillness. Water affirms
my connection to the clear light of the moon and why I choose to live next to the
ocean. Just writing about water invites me to go and sit next to the lake.

Figure 66 Early morning Lake Burley Griffin, 2018, digital photograph
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For final words on the element water, I turn to painter Joseph Mallord William
Turner who reflects metaphorically on his exploration of the elements as he observed
them in nature and declared “Water, the image of the mind, clears as it runs, and as it
runs, refines.”80

Figure 67 Moonrise - Mystery Bay, 2012, 35mm digital photograph

80

Ortrud Westheider and Michael Philipp, editors. Turner and the Elements, (Munich: Hirmer Publication, Bucerius
Kunst Forum Publications, Hamburg, Krakow, Margate 2011/2012).
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Chapter 3: FIRE
Introduction
Fire is the life-giving energy of the sun as well as the life-destroying bushfire. It
is the heat of the digestive system, the creativity of the mind, the red light of the
rainbow, the phenomenon of temperature, the emotions of hatred and desire, the
warmth of compassion and the wisdom of discrimination. Symbolically fire is
associated with transformation, purification, creation, destruction, motivation, passion
and willpower.
In this chapter I consider the element Fire in terms of physical presence,
symbolic interpretation, (inner and outer fire), and how cross-cultural meaning and
symbolic colour for fire is used in Tibetan Buddhist practice and Indian Yogic
tradition. This feeds into my painting in terms of colour, medium and process and by
exploring these cultural interpretations I discuss the transformational effects of fire in
my own work as a contemplative art practice.
Time spent in the climatic intensity of the desert naturally provides the
transformational quality of fire. Heat melts the boundaries of consciousness, the
silence and space enable the mind to settle and an equanimity occurs, a gentle coexistence of thoughts, dreams, spirit and physical survival precipitate a dimensional
alignment. A sense of interconnectedness occurs as blood throbs through my veins
and the landscape pulses in a sublime heat haze. This connection to landscape
through the exothermic element fire is significant motivation to explore the heat, light
and atmosphere of landscape from a sense of being inside the element and leads me
to seek to radiate luminosity in my painting. Here I again find that my exploration of
the Five Elements in the Australian landscape naturally leads me to consider the
significance of Australian Indigenous culture. My paintings are made in response to
specific places, such as the Central Western Desert – Australian landscapes that
symbolize the element fire through intensity of heat and colour.
I acknowledge that fire is central to the Australian story, from the management
of the grasses and plains by Indigenous custodians to the wildfires that followed in
the wake of European settlement. I have experienced the terrifying beauty of a
bushfire out of control, devouring everything in its path. Environmentally, fire is a
double-edged sword.
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For thousands of years people have set fires to clear land for agriculture.
However, now with global warming, population growth and fragmentation of forests
the land is more prone to ever-larger escaped fires.

Figure 68 Burnum Burnum at Uluru,1987, 35 mm transparency stock

To contextualize my research, I investigate the use of fire and its meaning in
the painting of indigenous Australian artist Ronnie Tjampitjinpa and in Australian
landscape painting of European artist Eugene von Guerard. I also include practicing
Buddhist Lachlan Warner for his metaphoric and material use of fire and Laos-born
Australian artist Savandhary Vongpoothorn for her mandala style responses to the
Fire Sermon in Theravada Buddhist teachings, testimony to her familial and cultural
ties.
Cross-Cultural References
In the psychology of Tibetan Buddhism, the positive aspect of fire is creativity
and the capacity to initiate and accomplish. Intuition is related to fire as enthusiasm
and excitement. Enthusiasm and bliss in the body is the joy of fire. Too much fire in a
person means they are easily agitated, irritable, impulsive and lack tolerance.
However, when fire is deficient, a person lacks vitality and inspiration. “The higher
experience of fire is the bliss of being. Its highest expression is the development of
the wisdom of discrimination”81
81

Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements in Tibetan Shamanism,
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Figure 69 Mandala Guhyasamaja, copyright Gyuto Tantric University

From Vedic times (c.1500 - c.600 BCE) fire has been an essential ritual
element in Tibetan painting. The outer circle of the mandala is often explained as a
ring of fire, with stylized scrollwork meant to represent flames. It can be the periphery
of the universe, or the outer wall, beyond which lies chaos of a profane world. To
begin the mystical journey and leave samsara, the world of phenomena, one must
pass through this flaming barrier to enter the sacred enclosure of the mandala. As a
result, the flame of the wisdom contained within the mandala can burn away
ignorance, error and false thinking, the symbolic fire facilitates understanding of
supreme reality.82
The mandala is a symbolic view of our universe and is used to help focus
one’s attention and centre the mind. The mandala represents the Pure Land, the
enlightened mind. The mandala portrays the five traditional elements – earth, air,
fire, water, and space – which combine to form a unified world, the setting for all life.
These elements are compared with our five senses, which can combine with
conscious mind to form realization. Therefore, the mandala is a pictorial
representation of the undefiled mind, which demonstrates that perfect realization
encompasses all things. Mandalas may portray one of the numerous deities of
Tibetan Buddhism of which each can be thought of as an aspect of consciousness
that can be transformed into enlightened awareness.83

Tantra and Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002),17.
Robert Beer, The Handbook of Tibetan Buddhist Symbols (Boston: Shambhala Publications Inc, 2003).
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For in depth references to mandalas see Robert Thurman and Denise Patry, Mandala: The Architecture of
Enlightenment, also of interest, Judson Davis, “The Primordial Mandalas of East and West: Jungian and
Tibetan Buddhist Approaches to Healing and Transformation”, NeuroQuantology 14, no.2. (2016), 242-254.
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Traditional Tibetan thangka paintings usually depict a Buddhist deity, scene or
mandala and serve as teaching tools in monasteries or are for personal meditation.
Traditionally in scroll form, they can be rolled up when not in use. They are painted
with pigment on cotton and mounted on a textile backing with embroidered brocade
surrounds or they can be made as silk appliqué. Thangkas are incredibly detailed,
complex and symbolic and follow specified guidelines in accordance with Buddhist
teachings. They are based on a systematic grid of underlying geometry. Over the
ages, from the seventh century on, artists from India, Nepal and China worked in
Tibet leaving an influence on Tibetan painting.84

Figure 70 Tibetan Thangka of Guru Dragpo, wrathful deity form of Padmasambhava (the practice of
Guru Dragpo mantra is especially beneficial for transforming negative conditions into wisdom light).

Fierce and surrounded by blazing aureoles of fire, Tibetan wrathful deities are in fact
protectors and help remove obstacles to enlightenment or they can be enlightened
beings who manifest as wrathful forms. They are only archetypal images of the mind.
The aureole of flames can be equivalent to the halo or nimbus of many religions to
indicate holy or sacred figures.
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Pratapaditya Pal, Tibetan Paintings: A Study of Tibetan Thankas Eleventh to Nineteenth Centuries
(Ravi Kumar, Basel: Lilaka AG Vaduz Basilius Presse, 1984), 4,5.
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Figure 71 Yamantaka, the Death Destroyer, arguably the fiercest of all the fierce deities in Buddhism,
is a highest yoga tantra practice. Yamantaka helps practitioners with obstacles to practice and
particularly anger

Cross-cultural Colour for Fire in Tibetan and Indian Buddhist Traditions
In considering the different colour representations of the elements in India and
Tibet, I again consulted Buddhist scholar Kulavadhuta Satpurananda:
Tibetans see fire as emotional structure in sex, desire, attraction, greed,
anger, hate, craving and represented as red and related to medical texts.
Whereas Indian yoga tradition describes fire as the practice of consciousness
and is white representing the aura of mind.
White represents the light that holds the rainbow of all views of wisdom which
is knowledge.85
I find these cross-cultural differences interesting as the Tibetan colour and meaning
connects with my study and practice of Chinese acupuncture where red symbolizes
fire and medically represents the heart, pericardium, small intestine and a system the
Chinese call the triple heaters. Fire supports the circulation and blood vessels;
symptoms show in one’s complexion. The emotions and sounds associated with
heart (fire) are joy, laughter and speech. The Tibetan Buddhist and Chinese medical
texts seem both to connect fire with emotion and red as the symbolic colour for fire,
while the Indian yogic system sees fire as white, related to mind, knowledge and
wisdom. These differences inspired two paintings Phoenix and White Light.
85

Personal conversation with Kulavadhuta Satpurananda, 2016.
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The painting Phoenix was made some months after viewing The Streets of
Papunya exhibition at the Drill Hall Gallery, Canberra in August 2016.86 This
exhibition represented the new generation of Papunya painters, all women, many
being descendants of the original Papunya art movement. The fire of mind (creativity)
and philosophy expressed in the vitality, variety and intricacy of marks and dots and
the energy contained in the paintings impressed me. These painters transcribed the
fire of the desert in beautiful, exciting and often subtle ways through a myriad of
flicks, dots, dashes and lines. I thought about flickering energy inspired by some of
these paintings as I contemplated how to begin painting Fire. I also considered the
formal abstraction of Tibetan thangkas where the energy is more controlled,
conforming to established conventions. The individual identity or ego of the artist is
transcended, allowing the subject or energy of the depicted deity to stream forth, as a
visualization and devotion. By contrast, I was immediately struck by the embodied
energy in the marks made by the Papunya women. Here, the energy of painted lines,
perfectly conveys the energy of the depicted country along with the joy and love the
artist has for that place. These also are transcendent works. Perhaps they too could
be considered devotional, as the land is believed to be sacred.
I sought to combine the flickering quality of fire, the energy of different marks
with a formal structure reminiscent of Tibetan thangkas. In Tibetan Buddhism the
positive aspect of fire is creativity and the capacity to initiate and accomplish. Intuition
is related to fire as enthusiasm and excitement, feelings I experienced in the
presence of the Papunya paintings and I feel joy and a sense of bliss engaging with
Tibetan thangkas. Seeking this sense of vibrancy, I put aside all other considerations
and began painting intuitively.
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The Streets of Papunya, was a touring exhibition starting at UNSW Galleries Sydney, then Flinders
University Art Museum, RMIT Gallery and Drill Hall Gallery Canberra ANU in 2016, curated by
Professor Vivien Johnson.
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Figure 72 Phoenix, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 102 x 71 cm

An underlying flickering quality in the work began with wiggly lines, generating
an upward flow. Phoenix has a strong dramatic palette based on the colours which
appear, flicker and dissolve while gazing into a fire. The intensity and depth of colour
reflects my sense of Tibet.87 Formality is enhanced by the transparent spiral rhythms
which rise, smoke-like up the picture plane. Finally, I added a series of translucent
white flame forms to deliver a further spatial dimension and bring white fire the aura
of mind of the Indian colour system into the painting. Phoenix is an offering, in the
hope that Tibetan culture will also regenerate.
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In Tibetan Buddhism the colour for Fire is Red, Green for Air, Blue for Space, White for Water and Yellow for
Earth. Sometimes the colour for water and space are interchanged. Further reading Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche,
Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements in Tibetan Shamanism (Ithaca: Snow Lion
Publications, 2002), 9.
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Figure 73 White Light, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 102 x 71 cm

Compositionally White Light is mirror image to Phoenix in format. I traced the
smoke spirals and flames and reversed them onto the new canvas while keeping the
background colours soft and pastel in contrast to the intense, dramatic colours of
Phoenix. Now I sought a different light and space, a more internal reflective space
with the colours of the Five Elements infused into the canvas. To achieve this, I first
laid down rhythms of diluted colours for the Five Elements and then overlaid washes
of white. White is containing all colours as the backdrop to the movement of smoke
and flame. “Fire as white is representing the aura of mind and the light that holds the
rainbow of all-views of wisdom.”88
These rhythms of smoke spirals might be related to neurotransmitters diffusing
across the synapse and the flames as nerve impulses effecting the transfer of the
impulse to another nerve fibre.
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Personal communication from Kulavadhuta Satpurananda, 2016.
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As well as examining the use of fire in traditional Tibetan thangkas, I
considered the work of contemporary Tibetan artist Tenzing Rigdol.

Figure 74 Tenzing Rigdol, My world is in your Blind-spot, 2014, 182 x182 cm

As part of the exiled Tibetan community and now living in America, Tenzing
Rigdol grew up with a permanent longing for his unseen homeland.89 His painting My
world is in your Blindspot uses a serene Buddha image, clad in flowing monk robes
with face and body consumed by flames - a painful reference to the numerous selfimmolations happening in the Tibetan plateau in protest against imposed Chinese
policy. In an interview about his paintings Tenzing states
I remove all the Chinese influence, especially the background, and then I
replace that with Tibetan scripture, which for me represents the Tibetan
identity. 90
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Tenzing Rigdol studied traditional Tibean thangka painting in Nepal 2003 and attained a BFA in Painting and
Drawing at University of Colorado Denver USA.2005.
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Eva Maria Seidel, “Searching for Tibetanness: Tenzing Rigdol’s Attempt to Visualize Tibetan Identity”, Review
d’Etudes Tibetaines, no 37, December 2016), 374-39.
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Figure 75 Tenzing Rigdol On A Distant Land, 2014, 203 x 122 cm

Australian Fire
In considering fire as central to the Australian story, from the management of
the grass plains by Indigenous custodians to the wildfires that followed in the wake of
European settlement, I looked at the way four painters have depicted fire in order to
explore contrasting approaches. Eugene von Guerard represents fire according to
nineteenth century Western landscape painting conventions; Ronnie Tjampitjinpa
draws on his indigenous culture and Lachlan Warner adopts installation art in a work
based on a Buddhist metaphor. Savandhary Vongpoothorn draws on Theravada
Buddhist teachings and the beauty of abstract patterns.
Departing from conventional, horizontal horizon-based landscape space, I draw
on Tibetan and Indian Tantric Buddhist traditions to evoke sensations and qualities of
fire, so that the painting itself becomes luminous. I find resonance with the
contemplative work of Savandhary Vongpoothorn’s All is Burning series and I find
some affinity with the repeated lines and pulsing energy of Ronnie Tjampitjinpa’s fire,
and likewise, an understanding of the philosophical Buddhist narrative that underpins
Lachlan Warner‘s work. I enjoy each artists’ individual approach.
80

During a trip to Western Victoria von Guerard witnessed a bush fire and the
painting below, painted in 1857 is one of the few of his works depicting the
destructive force of nature and his only oil painting of fire.91 The overpowering effect
of the fire is emphasized by the red-pink glow that suffuses the upper half of the
painting, with the lower half thrown into darkness, as yellow flames race along the
horizon line. One could see this as a portent to current giant fires raging across the
land due to climate change.

Figure 76 Eugene von Guerard, Bushfire between MT Elephant and Timboon,1857, oil on canvas
mounted on board, 38.8 x 56.3 cm, exhibited 1859, Art Gallery of Ballarat collection

Figure 77 Ronnie Tjampitjinpa, Fire Dreaming, 2008, synthetic polymer paint on canvas,120 x 180 cm
91

Christine Dixon, Ron Radford, and Lucinda Ward, Turner to Monet: The Triumph of Landscape Painting (Canberra: National
Gallery of Australia, 2008).
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Ronnie Tjampitjinpa started painting in the mid 1970s. Originally a Pintupi man
from the West Australian desert, he was one of the youngest to begin painting in
Papunya and forged a new sense of artistic direction for the younger generation of
Western Desert artists with his reductive paintings. Tjampitjinpa refined the
characteristic Pintupi style of linked concentric circles transforming laborious
individual dots into lengths of linked flicked dotting forming linear blocks of shifting
colour. Eventually giving up iconographic circles and U shapes his work became
more abstract, boldly scaling up fundamental pictorial elements emphasizing the
distinctive repetition of line and form that has always infused Pintupi art. His
dreamings are Fire Dreaming, Tingari (Mythical Ancestors) Dreaming and Water
Dreaming. The depicted work Fire Dreaming (Figure 77) represents fire associated
with the Pintupi traditional custom of the men lighting bush fires during ceremonial
men's business. These bush fires are also intended to evoke the Tingari ancestors.
His hypnotic compositions emanate a pulsing action which I see as resonant with the
vibrational patterns of expanding and contracting energy associated with Indian
Tantric art and encourage me to explore more simplified forms in my own work.

Figure 78 Ronnie Tjampitinpa, Tingari, 2016, acrylic on Belgium linen, 127 x 157 cm
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As well as minimal forms of Ronnie Tjampitjinpa, the formalist installations of
Lachlan Warner appeal to me. The Sydney-based artist, who is a practicing Buddhist
and whose work spans photography, sculpture and installation, recently submitted a
thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Sydney College of the Arts (2017)
titled Art Practice as Buddhist Practice: A Soteriology through Suffering,
He experimented with burning for his graduating exhibition and produced
conceptually and visually evocative work.
His artwork uses “the Buddha’s principal metaphor for suffering; of being on
fire. The first two suites show seated bodies burning, portraying the universality of
suffering. The third suite has nuns standing in a panorama of gold, representing
immanent enlightenment. The fourth suite utilizes an image of my ‘self’ as the site of
Suffering”.92 Lifesize figures are cut out of cardboard, gilded with gold leaf then
coated with shellac, set ablaze, rescued at different stages of being burnt and
exhibited as a forest. His material process and Buddhist metaphor for fire interest me
and open possibilities for future exploration.

Figure 79 Lachlan Warner, The Forest, 2017, installation at Sydney College of the Arts Gallery.

92

Lachlan Warner, “Art Practice as Buddhist Practice: A Soteriology through Suffering” (PhD diss., University of
Sydney, 2017).
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A perforated grid forms the underlying structure in Laos-born Australian artist
Savandhary Vongpoothorn’s paintings. She works with the geometry of perforated
canvas and is influenced by her Lao cultural heritage of Theravada Buddhism, Pali
script and Lao textiles. She also embraces the Australian landscape, Aboriginal art,
pattern and mandalas. Vongpoothorn’s 2014 exhibition in Sydney All is Burning is the
first time she directly addressed any of the Five Elements, in this case fire and air.
Her strong vibrant colours clearly demonstrated the influence of a trip to India in July
2013. The clear geometric mandala structures and use of Indian handmade paper
and large areas of Pali script referencing Buddha’s Fire Discourse (Dittapariy ya
Sutta, Pali) and The Great Discourse on the Establishing of Awareness (Mah
sattipatth na Sutta) also resonated with the work of contemporary Tibetan artist
Tenzing Rigdol. All is Burning celebrates Buddhist concepts of letting go of all things,
the burning of attachments to the world and constant change.

Figure 80 Savandhary Vongpoothorn
All is Burning,2014, acrylic on perforated canvas
120 x 100 cm

Figure 81 Savandhary Vongpoothorn
Fire Sutta (mind), acrylic on perforated canvas
120 x 100 cm

I relate to Vongpoothorn’s work both as a contemplative art practice, and as
referencing the elements of nature and Buddhist philosophy and through journeys.
However, just as Theravada and Dzogchen are very different Buddhist practices, the
underlying structure of our paintings differ.
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My underlying structures are rhythms of forming and dissolving energy, an
organic flow, occasionally incorporating geometry. Vongpoothorn’s underlying
perforated grid is geometric, sometimes incorporating organic flow.
Materiality and Process
I began two small paintings Playing with Fire by tearing up some working
proofs of etchings, then collaging them onto other etchings that I had made about the
Central Desert in order to begin a new work. This process gave me a solid desert
texture as a ground. I recalled the colours and textures I had observed around Alice
Springs, the Western McDonald Ranges, Glen Helen Gorge and Rainbow Valley
while working on film projects throughout the 1990s and I also accessed my film
reference archive.
Immersed in desert reverie, I glued my collaged etchings onto prepared
boards, as a solid support. Using oilstick I transformed the surface with hues of red
and orange, colours of the Central Desert. Repeated patterns of movement occurred,
the rhythm of flames, forced the collaged etching shapes forward in the picture plane,
like burning figures trying to escape, recalling Tibetan self-immolations, charcoal and
ash. Now the intersection of abstraction and figuration was at work within the
phenomena of fire. Fire can represent the energy of transformation while painting.

Figure 82 Playing with Fire 1 & 2, 2016, mixed media, each work, 31 x 30 cm
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The decade from the late 1980s to late 1990s was a time of desert journeys,
projects with Aboriginal friends, photography on documentary films, photographing,
sketching, exploring and working out ways in which to paint the desert and stockpiling
a reference library of patterns and textures of desert regions for future use.

Figure 83 Desert texture near Lake Eyre, 2009, digital photograph

Many aspects of the Northern Territory epitomize the element Fire for me,
most obviously Central Australia (the Red Centre) taking in Alice Springs, Uluru,
Katatjuta. The climatic intensity, ambient heat and primordial vastness draw me back
again and again. The fire of the red desert and its extreme heat melt the boundaries
of consciousness. It is the fire of transformation, creating a sense of interconnected ness. As blood throbs through my veins, the landscape pulses in a sublime heat haze
and internal and external worlds are harmonized.
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The painting Liquid Fire references the fluidity and everchanging form of
flames and incorporates the symbolic colour for fire in both Indian and Tibetan
Buddhist traditions. I created a luminosity in the painting, alluding to the
transformative aspect of the fire element. Liquid Fire started as a work on paper,
which I then laminated onto board, adding many layers of paint. One layer contains
Sanskrit and Tibetan script for the seed syllable of sound associated with practices in
both Tibetan Buddhist and Indian Yogic traditions leaving an ancient, epic trace
smouldering below the surface. The final layer is encaustic wax. The process of
adding hot wax to the painting then burning it in with a heat gun added a sense of
alchemic transmutation, further enhancing the idea of fire as transformation.

Figure 84 Liquid Fire, 2017, mixed media and encaustic wax on board, 60 x 43 cm
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Conclusion
Investigating esoteric meanings of fire, the colour and symbolism crossculturally, particularly in Tibetan Dzogchen and Indian Vajrayana tradition of
Buddhism proved visually and mentally stimulating. I developed shapes, colour
combinations, patterns and rhythms new to my practice. My paintings became more
symbolic, embedded with the colours of the Five Elements and spiritual meaning.
Phoenix was devoted to Tibetan tradition, while White Light investigated Indian
interpretation of colour and a more contemplative space where the fire element is
white and represents the aura of the mind. The painting Liquid Fire developed
luminosity.
I used the flame image repeatedly in many other fire paintings and this
influence integrated into my work through repetition, like a mantra. The range of
colour combinations I explored are now part of my palette. I found resonance with
the use of fire in Indigenous Australian art and ceremony and with Tibetan fire ritual
and depiction in thangkas. The aureole of flames in a Tibetan thangka can be
equated with the halo or nimbus of holy or sacred figures in many religions.
Fire is an extreme, volatile element which can hold dichotomies of passion,
love, hate, creation and destruction and bliss of being, and is capable of intense
transformation. Fire is also Buddha’s principal metaphor for suffering, the delusions
of self and permanence, and being fuelled by attraction, aversion, delusion and being
lost in samsara.93
The Central Western Desert has been a repeated reference and a symbol for
the element fire in many of my paintings. I have found a change of consciousness
that occurs in elemental environments, in meditation and when engaged in art
practice. My approach to working, exploring, expressing and the actual way in which
my mind works, ideas form, and inspiration strikes are very different when I
investigate the element fire. With fire, I noted that I jumped from one idea to another
with each new painting. There was no continuous flow of ideas leading from one work
to the next. Instead, my process and progress came in sudden bursts, characteristic
of flames.
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The Buddha’s sermon called the Adittapariyaya Sutra was the Fire Sutra or teaching. Bhikku Bodhi, trans. The
Connected Discourses of the Buddha: A New Translation of the Samyutta Nikaya (Somerville: Wisdom
Publications, 2000), 1143.
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I started exploring fire inspired by the energy of the desert, excited by the
paintings of women Papunya artists, motivated by Tibetan deities, ideas from Indian
yoga tradition. Seeking the luminosity of fire in paint, the intensity of heat and colour
of the red desert, using dramatic vibrant colours, full chroma or soft sublime smokey
colour, all part of the intense energy of the Fire element. Upon reflection, I see I was
instinctively embodying the characteristics of fire in my working process, creating
intuitively, initiating projects, enthusiastically accomplishing one idea after another, a
certain restlessness, agitation, burning out in happy exhaustion then flaring up again
to work.

Figure 85 Elders relaxing around the fire at Lake Mungo, 2009, digital photograph

Figure 86 Fire Puja Kolkata, 2007, digital photograph
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Chapter 4: AIR
Introduction
Air connects everything, it is the element that carries change and
communication. Air containing oxygen, carbon dioxide and nitrogen is vital to human
survival. The air element is also the prana, elemental wind energy that pervades
everything as the essential energy of existence. The Tibetan term is Lung, it refers to
the vital energy upon which both the vitality of the body and consciousness depend
and is related to curiosity, intellectual flexibility and judgement. In Tibetan Buddhism
the highest aspect of air is the wisdom of accomplishment. When air is disturbed it is
it is difficult for the mind to concentrate. A fundamental meditation technique to calm
the mind is to focus on one’s breath.
According to Tibetan beliefs, when air is dominant amongst the Five Elements,
the qualities of earth and water are usually deficient and so there is little contentment
or stability. This makes it difficult to achieve or accept and can give rise to uncertainty
which produces a lack of inner gravity. When air is deficient, it is easy to get stuck.
Balanced air allows us to be flexible, allows the mind to see things from different
perspectives, move in new directions and accumulate knowledge and
understanding.94 I have found this concept relates to the creative process quite
distinctly at different stages of working. Sometimes before beginning a painting, my
mind is flooded with ideas and if I procrastinate, I end up with a whirlwind of concepts
in my head. There is too much air and not enough action. I become unfocused,
discontent, impatient and worried; resolution gives way to uncertainty. However as
soon as I start working, mind, eye and hand connect; I am breathing more easily
again and everything flows. Then there are times when I get stuck and tired, it is
difficult to change things and the energy of air is deficient. I find that I have to go out
and walk, and breathing deeply, vitality flows again. When air is balanced, worry and
concern give way to resolution. I look freshly at my painting and I can see things from
different perspectives.
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Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements In Tibetan
Shamanism, Tantra And Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002), 17,18.
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Tibetans say the air element is also the prana, which carries the mind. In tantra
and Dzogchen physical movements and postures are recommended to control the air
element in order to support particular experiences.95 While investigating the element
Air, I found colour interpretations differed between Tibetan Buddhism and Indian
traditions and explored these cultural colour differences. Indian Tantric tradition
connects air with judgment as the practice of samardhi (meditative consciousness) or
the Void. In my painting, concepts of void or emptiness underlie the emergent
process and air brings rhythm, fluidity and flux into my work. As a point of
comparison, I also explored air-wind-atmosphere represented in landscape painting,
in particular the Romantic Sublime tradition.

Figure 87 In the Air, 2017, paper, acrylic, oil paint & gold on board, 21 x 21 cm each

95

Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, Healing with Form, Energy and Light: The Five Elements In Tibetan
Shamanism, Tantra And Dzogchen (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2002), 18.
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Materiality and Process
In Tibetan Buddhism the element Air or vital wind is symbolized by the colour
green and is associated with the direction North. I decided to investigate this green
air element in a series of nine small paintings. I associate green with nature, plants,
wind through trees, growth and therefore vigour, movement, change and action.
Green is the middle of the visible seven colour spectrum and thus epitomizes
qualities of balance and harmony. As I contemplated the many aspects of wind, I
collaged some paper shapes suggestive of plant forms and cellular structures then
sealed them in a layer of gold paint before beginning work with acrylics, then oil stick
in hues of green. The gold added a vital element, allowing the forms to breathe and
maintain an inner shimmer.96 The shimmer I wished to achieve relates to the energy
of the elements. It seems to me that everything is in the air; from the smallest atom to
the world of imagination and judgement, along with the coloured lights of the
elements, all forming and dissolving in the winds of change.97 To convey a sense of
microcosm/macrocosm I worked instinctively, drawing fine dark green lines and
swirls. The lines of paint carried me. Barbara Bolt and Estelle Barrett discuss a tacit
engagement with material substances that contributes to an essential form of
knowledge production. It is a more diverse, less scientific, more fluid and lateral form
of understanding. When we collaborate with materials as active agents in painting,
our interactive experiential actions deliver an embodied perspective.98
Standing back and looking into the rhythms, I defined shapes. The action of
subjective immersion in the process of painting, then stepping back and using
rational judgement brings into play the intersection of abstraction and figuration as
judgement, then imagination. Many forms appeared and I realized that the lines and
swirls suggest movement, direction, and currents and eddies of wind. The morphing
shapes and linear currents are all held in balance by the glowing orbs of the Five
96
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Elements. Ross Gibson suggests that the artist-researcher combines two modes of
knowing: active experience and discursive objective knowledge or implicit and explicit
cognition.99 American-Hungarian psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi recognized a
state of concentration or complete absorption with the activity at hand as a state of
flow and an optimal state of intrinsic motivation. He recognized that people are
happiest when they are in a state of flow, concentrated and absorbed and that, in
such a state, one loses all sense of time.100 In relation to my painting, I see that flow
related to contemplation, breathing and the flow of intelligence, which are all related
to air.
The two small paintings Air Waves began as collaged etchings on a yellow
base etching, which I then enveloped with wax. Considering the yellow as sunshine, I
covered the work with hues of bright blue oil paint, this time referencing a clear
Australian summer sky and the constant sound of cicadas. Wind also carries sound,
and as I carved back through the blue oil paint and wax in continuous ribbons of line,
I recalled the waves and harmonies and intense volume of surround sound, as
hundreds of male cicadas sing in ear-piercing harmonies to attract a mate. Having
dug their way to the surface and climbed a tree after seven years underground as a
nymph, some cicadas have three short days of life in the open air to sing, mate and
reproduce. It wasn’t until I had finished these paintings that I realized they are also a
tribute to cicadas, whose sound is a consistent component of a summer breeze,
resonant with the sound vibration for Air in Tibetan Buddhism.

Figure 88 Air Waves, 2017, paper, acrylic, oil paint & gold on board, 21 x 21 cm each
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Ross Gibson, The Known World, Brien, Burr & Webb, eds. (TEXT Special Issue Symposium: Creative and
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Black Air Judgement
In Indian Tantric traditions, the colour for air is black or Indigo and air is
intellect and judgement. Vajrayana yogi Kulavadhuta Satpurananda explains: “Air or
Judgement is black because the practice of this element is practice of or Void. The
Judgment from the view of Void will end up all colours of views into the view of
samadhi.” 101 And he added, air element is also fivefold:
1. earth of air or body of judgment (yellow-black)
2. water of air or emotion of judgment (red-black)
3. fire of air or mindfulness of judgment (white-black)
4. air of air or judgment of judgment (pure black) and
5. sky of air or Voidness of judgment (blue-black) - here sky is space.
Suction of all colours into Void is black or absence of all colours. 102
Air connects everything, carries change and relates to intellectual flexibility in
Tibetan Buddhism and judgement in Indian Tantra.
Indigo Wind is a painting I made in response to correspondence from
Kulavadhuta Satpurananda about the five-fold nature of air. As with all the elements,
each element contains a quality of the other elements within its nature. I worked with
rhythms of colour that correspond to all the Five Elements. These marks were made
using large calligraphy brushes loaded with watered down acrylic paints on
hahnemuhle paper in spontaneous movements, akin to gusts of wind. These light
movements corresponded with the passage of air through my painting.
When dry, I cut the paper into a circle (diameter 60cm) which is the symbolic
shape for Air in the Indian tantric yoga system and mounted it on a circular base
board.103 Within the circle I drew several more circles and lastly a bindu (dot) at the
centre.104 Then I flooded the surface with several layers of indigo, which set the
underlying colours in a distant space, enhancing a sense of the void. I decided to
101

Samadhi is a state of concentration and unification of mind or meditative consciousness, and can refer to the
development of a luminous mind which is equanimous and mindful. See also Ajit Mookerjee and Madhu
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work with indigo rather than black, for purely aesthetic reasons. Firstly, the beauty of
its distinctive blue/violet colour and also the way in which it enhanced as well as
concealed the other colours, suggesting depth of the void and intellect. A layer of
small circles radiated out from the centre, the bindu was spawning, becoming a
compass for ideas and judgement in the space or the void of the intellect.
All the rhythms running through the painting reference air as wind on many
levels, including as prana, the vital energy that carries mind and consciousness. Mind
is represented as rhythms of the indigo and white lines in the centre and
consciousness as the small blue lines weaving all through the painting. I defined and
outlined large rhythms that weave through the painting with green, introducing a
ribbon of the Tibetan colour for air as a major wind current.
Within the perimeter of the circle, I had drawn two more circles. I linked these
together by filling the space between them with dots, giving the circle breathing
space. Some of the dots were a pale green. Once again, I was thinking of Tibet.
Lastly, hovering over everything, like conscious thoughts are a series of warm and
cool glowing spheres.

Figure 89 Indigo Wind, 2018, acrylic on paper and board, diameter 60 cm
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Just as Air connects everything, carries change and relates to intellectual
flexibility, these qualities are reflected in Indigo Wind. As I worked, one idea fed the
next and my decisions and judgements flowed freely. It was a surprisingly easy
painting, as if I just plucked ideas out of the air, nothing needed to be reworked or
pondered over. Interestingly, when finished, it looked like a well-planned,
preconceived composition. I experienced an intelligence in the flow. As with much of
my work, this painting started by exploring a concept and working intuitively. In this
case, I worked with the colour indigo within a circular shape, and the stream of
consciousness while working was key to a contemplative art practice.
At times the elements of air and space overlap in my paintings as a subtle
combination of background and emergent rhythm and form. When I am painting
everything exists in space; from the series of changes during the process, to the
display of complex detail. Prominence in the composition is ordered through
judgement (the attribute of air in tantra). Air is present in breathing and in the
transformation as I work, air is the flux and fluidity in my work. The rhythm of breath is
echoed as rhythms of energy in my painting. As I paint, there is an emptying out
followed by a flow of active reflection and interconnectedness.
Thich Nhat Hanh, Zen master and poet, says “Emptiness means empty of a separate
self. It is full of everything.”105
In Tibetan Buddhist practice, space can be meditated upon as the clear, blue
open sky. The sky is the external representation of space of the kunzhi, which is the
basis of all unity and clarity.106 Air or wind is meditated upon to arrive at emptiness
and this emptiness manifests green as the symbol of the element air.107 In Indian
tantra, the symbol for air is clouds. It is easy to combine these elements, “Space is
more flexible than Air because Air can go no place that Space is not already.”108 The
elemental energy of Air is involved with transformation and, at the time of death,
Tibetan lamas summon the spirit through inhalation to help resolve anything left
unresolved at death. Tibetan Buddhism has air related to intellect, judgment and
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accomplishment. Whereas Ether is referred to as Space and luminous emptiness, the
nature of mind and manifests as awareness.
Sunyata (Sanskrit) is most often translated as emptiness and sometimes
voidness.109 As a Buddhist concept with multiple meanings, it can be a meditation
state, or ontological, dealing with the nature of being. Also, it can be a
phenomenological look at consciousness and objects of direct experience. In
Buddhist philosophy it is the voidness that constitutes ultimate reality. The Buddha’s
Heart Sutra says, “All phenomena in their Own-being are empty.” Buddhist writer and
teacher Lewis Richmond explains
Own-being means separate independent existence … meaning nothing we see
or hear (or are) stands alone; everything is a tentative expression of one
seamless, ever-changing landscape. So, though no individual person or thing
has any permanent, fixed identity everything taken together is what Thich Nhat
Hanh calls “interbeing” which positively expresses – a sense of connection,
compassion, love and the reality of flux and fluidity.110
In terms of painting, I consider Air as the energy, the vitality and the intelligent flow in
my work. As wind it is the rhythm weaving throughout the painting, it is the dynamic
or subtle pulse that holds the composition. Space is the ground, everything manifests
and exists in space, emptiness is part of space, air is part of space. Sky is the
external representation of space as the basis of all. I will discuss pictorial space in
Chapter Five.

Air, Wind and Atmosphere in Painting and The Romantic Sublime
Considering that Air is associated with change, freedom, intellectual flexibility
and it can be compared to the open sky, I began contemplating the Romantic
Sublime in Western painting and the changes in the air during the seventeenth and
eighteenth century when the sublime was a key term for the understanding of nature.
Sublime experiences in nature, or in art evoke awe and emotional understanding that
transcends rational thought and inspires reverence and interconnectedness. The
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sublime is where internal and external (emotional and natural worlds) meet and
create a sense of wonder.
The sublime is defined as “of very great excellence or beauty, producing an
overwhelming sense of awe or other high emotion through being vast or grand or to
elevate to a high degree of moral or spiritual purity or excellence.”111
In relation to painting, the sublime is described as having a quality of intensity
or magnitude so great that our comprehension is temporarily overwhelmed. The
aesthetic of the sublime created a new interest in the depiction of the elements. In the
early nineteenth century, art and literature of the Romantic Sublime distinguished
itself from the classical tradition by rejecting the logic and restraint of art of the past.
(this was partly a reaction to the rationalisation of nature and the Industrial
Revolution).112 Two artists in particular exemplify the Romanic Sublime, Caspar
David Friedrich and Joseph Mallord William Turner.

Figure 90 Caspar David Friedrich, Wanderer above a Sea of Fog, 1818, oil on canvas,
94.8 x 74.8 cm Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg
111
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Around 1818 German artist Caspar David Friedrich made the concept of the
sublime a central interest of the Romantic movement. He valued subjective
experience over the rationalism of the Enlightenment and along with other artists of
the Romantic movement, placed his trust in intuition and emotion.113
The skies of Romantic landscape painting, filled with air, light and impalpable
clouds, suggest the realm of the spiritual; and were the perfect place to synthesize
science and the spiritual. By the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the
nineteenth centuries, atmosphere, clouds and the new science of meteorology were
being explored. British naturalist Luke Howard formulated a theory of cloud formation.
He categorized four types of clouds in terms of temperature, altitude and wind
currents: cumulus, cirrus, stratus and nimbus.114 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe wrote
a series of Cloud Poems to honour Howard’s study of clouds, and a treatise, The
Shape of Clouds According to Howard (1920). Paul Gustav Carus, a close friend of
Friedrich, inspired by Goethe’s poems, declared that “the sky in all its clarity, as the
quintessence of air and light, is the real image of the infinite … the most essential
and most glorious part of the whole landscape.” 115
Since classical antiquity, the four elements earth, water, air, fire were
considered principles of creation of the world and humanity. English artist J.M.W.
Turner (1775–1851) studied the four elements as individual forces in many
preliminary watercolours. He explored their relationships as found in nature by
creating works that combined these powers and so added a fifth element, ‘fusion’. I
interpret Turner’s fifth element of fusion as corresponding to the concept of space in
Tibetan Buddhist tradition. “the element space as the base of all elements from which
they arise and return.”116 I investigate Space in Chapter Five.
Turner moved away from the principles of traditional landscape composition
that used distinct spatial areas with a horizon line. He radically revised the idea of
pictorial space by developing his pictures from the centre outward. Throughout his life
Turner alternated between naturalistic representation and more radical dynamic
evocations of the elements. In his late work he generated a visual and material
113
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spatial vortex, integrating the elements air, fire, water and earth in a whirling
dynamic.117

Figure 91 Joseph Mallord William Turner, Snow Storm: Steam-Boat off a Harbour's Mouth, oil paint on
canvas, 91.4 x 121.9 cm, exhibited 1842

Through his exploration of the elements in the landscape Turner elevated
landscape painting to an artform in its own right, no longer a mere background for
history, classical or biblical themes. Turner’s innovative painting technique,
unconventional use of colour and increasingly abstracted compositions contribute to
his being considered as a founder of modern landscape painting. In relation to the
element air, almost all of Turner’s investigations were created in watercolour. It was
quick to apply and having a translucent, luminous quality, was most suitable to
capture the changes in the sky and fleeting clouds. Sketches of the sky at sunrise,
sunset, in daylight and during various weather conditions functioned as preliminary
studies for his larger paintings from 1819.118
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Figure 92 Joseph Mallord William Turner, Sun Setting over a Lake,1840, oil paint on canvas,
91.1 x 122.6 cm, Tate Turner Bequest

Turner’s late paintings express the turbulent radiant energy of air and these
landscapes are transformed into luminous objects in their own right. The element air
played the most important role in Ruskin’s assessment of the innovations Turner
contributed to painting. He stated, “It is a painting of the air, something into which you
can see, through the part which are near you, into those which are far off; something
which has no surface, and through which we can plunge far and farther, without stay
or end, into the profundity of space.”119
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My investigation of the element air began with a painting called The Circuitry
of Clouds, my homage to the Romantic Sublime, and to clouds which symbolize the
element air in the Indian tradition of the Five Elements. With reference to Turner, it
contains a fusion of elements. There is a floating misty atmosphere that evokes the
void. The many levels and layers in this painting contribute to a constantly changing
space that hints at infinity. From the viewpoint of the intersection of abstraction and
figuration, the colours and forms also suggest mountains, oceans, clouds and a
vaguely Chinese landscape. By this I mean a sense of forces passing through, as
landscape painting in China symbolically summarizes the whole moving Tao with
dragon veins, the mysterious forces of nature working through things as skeins of
linear connection or a timeline of unity. Floating dark green forms are reminiscent of
seaweed or cloud shadows. Some textures evoke escarpments and mountain ranges
while others suggest sand patterns on the ocean floor. Media is mixed – acrylic and
oil paint and glazes. The floating white cloud forms contain patterns similar to a circuit
board, giving reference to contemporary meanings of ‘The Cloud’ and virtual space.
Painting streaming clouds triggered memories of my early interest in Chinese
landscape painting and Daoism which had led to studying acupuncture and my initial
introduction to the Five Elements. Although my project draws on Tibetan Buddhist
concepts of the Five Elements, important teachings in Buddhist philosophy
emphasize impermanence and are also integral to Daoism:
a seamless web of unbroken movement and change, filled with undulations,
waves, patterns of ripples. It never stops, never turns back on itself and none of
its patterns of which we can take conceptual snapshots are real in the sense of
being permanent. Like streaming clouds, the objects and facts of our world are
simply shapes and phases which last long enough in one general form for us to
consider them as units.120
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Figure 93 The Circuitry of Clouds, 2016, mixed media on canvas, 122 x 122 cm

Figure 94 Myriad Trees and Layered Peaks, 1726, ink and colour on paper, Detail from hanging scroll
91.3 x 51.8 cm, Shanghai Museum
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Dark Moon is a small painting I began with washes of blues, predominantly
phthalo and ultramarine blue mixed with dioxazine purple to achieve tones of indigo
hue. I kept the tones mid to dark to suggest the night sky and the colour of air in the
Indian tantric tradition. I added undulating lines of pale cerulean blue/green, which
became wind currents. The central circle references the moon which I filled with
black/indigo dots.
On either side of the dark moon are fine white lines streaming down forming
the shape of expanding and contracting lungs, here I was alluding to the Chinese
acupuncture system of Five Elements. Air becomes metal and medically deals with
the energy flow of the lung and colon meridians.121 I regularly find myself crossculturally checking the Chinese tradition with the Indian and Tibetan traditions. The
cloud is the symbolic shape for the element air in Indian tradition and within the
clouds in this painting I added glowing orbs as vital energy points.

Figure 95 Dark Moon, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 40 x 30 cm
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Conclusion
Just as air and the vital wind energy prana give vitality to the body through
breathing, it is also essential to let a painting breathe. I regard air as the energy, the
vitality and the intelligent flow in a painting. Air as wind is the rhythm weaving
throughout the work. It is the dynamic or subtle pulse that holds the composition. I
painted The Circuitry of Clouds as my homage to the Romantic sublime and found
that in the process, I was also acknowledging traditional Chinese landscape painting.
My research into the element air affirmed a deep connection between air and the
element space. Air can go no place that space is not already, space is most subtle
and permeates everything. Both are most important in my work. Space is the ground
that everything exists in and manifests from, emptiness is part of space. Air is part of
space as the pulse and flux of intelligence.
I explored the element air through cultural colour differences, symbolic clouds
and the Australian sky; atmosphere of the Romantic Sublime – the skies of JMW
Turner and Caspar David Friedrich, and memories of Chinese paintings. The colours
for In the Air suggest Tibetan Buddhism and Indigo Wind referenced Indian
Vajrayana tradition of Buddhism. I acknowledged the contemporary meaning of the
Cloud as virtual storage in The Circuitry of Clouds.
Air as transformation is always present. I see Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s ‘state
of flow’ or focused state of engagement as related to contemplation, breathing and
the flow of intelligence which are all related to air. I regard my experience of the
element air while working as manifesting the quality of flow. Air as emptiness is the
flux and fluidity in my work. Air gave a freedom and immediacy to my work. These
paintings were done with ease and fluency and although often complex in detail, such
as In the Air series or Indigo Wind, they retained a flexibility and freshness. They
developed spontaneously, as a response to my cultural research, past experience,
and the result of the intelligent flow of air as part of a contemplative art practice.
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Figure 96 Clouds, 2018, 35mm photograph

Figure 97 Cloudy Morning Montague Island, 2012, 35mm photograph
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Chapter 5: SPACE
Introduction
From inner space to the far reaches of outer space, to the space between life
and death, this is the bardo.122 For me, space is the most challenging and yet
essential component in a work of art. I acknowledge the concepts and principles of
pictorial space: the virtual space of a canvas, from fifteenth century Italian
perspective and Western optical naturalism, geometric perspective to cubism; the
architecture of a mandala to colour field painting. However, the pictorial space I
engage with is not one of representational illusion. There is just enough dimension to
open up the pictorial surface, a space that both invites the viewer and simultaneously
directs them back into their own mind space. This is the natural process of
experiencing an energetic conjunction of knowing and receptivity, in the web of
interactive relationship, between viewer and artwork. My primary interest is mind
space. Both pictorial space and mind space can change depending on the element I
am working with. I explore the space of the mind and my painting process as
contemplation. As Agnes Martin notes “We must watch our minds, for it is there that
we can see our growing awareness of reality. When we realize that it is reality that
we want, our feet are on the path.”123 In his book Art as Experience John Dewey
indicates that the ‘work’ of art does not reside in the art object, but in what the object
‘does‘ within the mind of the viewer.124 I agree with this conception, however, equally
important to me is the process of immersion in the act of painting as an entry into
mind space.
I examine representation of the element Space in the Tibetan and Indian
Vajrayana traditions of Buddhism as symbolic colour and meaning and explore the
space of a Tibetan sand mandala. I investigate space as the nature of mind in
Dzogchen.
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According to Chogyal Namkhai Norbu:
Space is the base of all elements, the basis from which they arise and to which
they return, and when speaking of an individual’s consciousness, thought is the
condition of space and usually the mind is said to be dependent upon space
because space is the fundamental basis of all the elements.125
Dzogchen is concerned with space, light and emptiness, and non-duel awareness as
the nature of every being. “If all phenomena, including the subjective sense of self,
are recognized as an empty display of space and light one is free.” 126
Dzogchen is known as the Great Perfection or Great Completion in Tibetan
Buddhism. Bardo as an in-between space holds my imagination as does the
construct of Virtual Space. I consider the work of two artists in relation to concepts of
space, Tim Johnson and Lindy Lee.
Theories of space and time and parallels between tantric texts and quantum
physics give rise to a contemplative flow of ideas as I work. I enjoy listening to
American theoretical physicist and mathematician Brian Greene’s broadcasts about
the Fabric of the Cosmos, String Theory and Multiple Dimensional Universes.127
Einstein’s theory of the space-time continuum in its simplest conceptual
understanding, connects to my ideas of interpreting space.128It offers a fundamental
link between space and time in relation to Buddhist concepts of void as the
background of creation and the impermanent everchanging nature of things.
According to Kulavadhuta Satpurananda:
Lord Sakyasimha discovered the Truth as 'Voidness' (sunyata) to be the
background of Creation. He postulated His observation, in three stages, of
cosmos in being:
1.The reality of matter (form) and energy (frequency) known as rupadhatu and
namadhatu respectively is in perpetual change. There is nothing constant in
creation but this changefulness, which is called Nature (prakriti). This principle is
known as kshanavangavada, the theory of momentary breakup.
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2. Time is the abstract factor, perceived to be responsible for this change in order
to understand relativity. While in reality (Voidness) it is static, called Time-less
Time, known as mahakalavada, the theory of static time.
3. Perception arises in human-mind regarding reality and relativity. Material
perception of mind is attached to relativity, while, 'Ideal-Mind', called Bodhichitta,
is verily the reality, the Voidness (sunyata) as it is.129
4. The first two points are analogous to the modern Quantum Theory of
Physics.”130
Tantra studies the natural laws and the human being and considers the fundamental
reality of the universe is consciousness. Tantras are based on the path of
transformation and include practices such as working with the energies of the body,
the transference of consciousness, dream and sleep yogas.131 Through meditation
and introspection tantric practitioners have direct experience of the levels of
consciousness. The concept of maya or cosmic illusion suggests the physical world
is an illusion of perception and at the most profound level of the universe there are
many other universes, hidden mysterious worlds. As Albert Einstein said,
The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the
fundamental emotion that stands at the cradle of true art and science.132
I have been intrigued by the notion described by physicist Ian Marshal that:
the quantum state of a particle has a paradoxical nature, more resembling the
mind and most important is, it is a reduction to sheer information. Two quantum
coupled particles communicate instantaneously to one another, regardless of the
distance. Consciousness perceived at this quantum level, transcends space and
time and is not limited to the speed of light. Thought is instantaneous.
According to Ian Marshall, the brain is made of billions of neurons that act in parallel,
they communicate with each other in a simultaneous manner, but the mental process
allows one conscious thought at a time. However, at a quantum level the neurons are
integrated in a mental quantum field that organizes them into a unitary whole as a
common denominator. In 1989, Marshall issued a theory that the quantum states
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present in neurons are in phase on the level of the brain – a quantum effect due to
consciousness. This quantum connection of neurons is capable of integrating billions
of elements in a unitary whole to impose order and structure. Consciousness does
not result from annexation of neurons in a complex network. On the contrary,
the consciousness, sustains and structures the brain in a coherent manner. The mind
creates the brain and not the other way around.133
This brings me back to Dzogchen, to the nature of mind, and the essence of
the space element as the empty luminosity of the natural state, the primordial state,
and as the basis of all that exists including the individual. According to Dzogchen,
space is the light and the unity of emptiness and clarity; and the unceasing display of
appearance and awareness, the ground of being. In Dzogchen, sky gazing is an
important practice to cut through all distractions in order to abide in the natural state
and to connect external and internal space. The aim is to recognize that internal
space, external space and the space of the mind are all the same empty, luminous
space.
Indian Vajrayana yogi Kulavadhuta Satpurananda, refers to the element of
space as Sky:
Sky is blue as the colour of vastness. In colour wave-lengths blue is
the biggest the scientists say. That creates the vastness. When Sky
or the Vastness of our Identity meets the Earth or our body then we
are accomplished in Sahajakaya or the Spontaneous Form which is
the ultimate reality of Tantrik practices. The Blue of the Nothingness
of the coming back to Spontaneous Life.134
Here space is the vastness of identity.
Materiality and Process
Considering sky as space I started work with a large calligraphy brush and
varying tones of blue acrylic paint and spontaneously overlayed a multitude of
rhythms in harmonious sequences to begin the painting Cloud. These rhythms filled
the space of the canvas. Contemplating space as the source of all things, I added a
133
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sequence of dots, then a grid with dots at every intersection, which acted as a
counterbalance to the underlying rhythms. The dots appeared to stand on their own
level of existence as I painted a sequence of clouds arising out of the grid. This
continuous manifestation added a sense of vastness. A consistent dimensional space
was achieved through different pattern structures that support visual equivalence and
invite contemplation. A cloud is a symbol for the element air in Indian Vajrayana
tradition and a dot (point) or spiral represents space in Tibetan Buddhism. Here, I
have combined both visual symbols for the elements air and space.

Figure 98 Cloud, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 40 x 30 cm

The painting Beyond Clouds references space as ether, the upper
atmosphere.135 Ether connotes divine substance, a rarefied atmosphere, ethereal
regions or upper sky. I decided to work with a tactile quality of paint to add physical
presence, a reference to space being “the great source from which all environments
and beings arise, abide and dissolve.”136 However, I did employ glazing to diffuse the
135
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clouds and worked with soft hues to represent the Five Elements and evoke a sense
of the sublime. The colours suggest the beauty of a sunset and a sense of exalted,
blissful spaciousness. To extend the sense of space, the work became a diptych with
each panel almost mirroring the other. The rhythm of lines that lead the eye around
the painting and link the two separate canvases suggest an unfurling of energy that
spreads out, opens up to the wind and at the same time the lines contain the space.
These lines hover in a sense of vastness created by colour. The dots in the painting
again allude to energy centres, (small nuclei), that charge the space of the painting
as it forms and dissolves.

Figure 99 Beyond Clouds, 2019, acrylic and oil paint on canvas, each panel 102 x 71 cm

With the painting Weaving Time I considered the space-time continuum as a
continuous rolling grid of particles and waves. The depth of field emerges through a
sensory and analytical experience of the relationship between the rolling grid and
atomic particles that form nuclei and burst through the grid at certain intervals
bringing attention to an underlying consistency of flow and form within the
contributing parts. This also brings into play the Buddhist concept of the impermanent
and ever-changing nature of things. Looped through the grid are three infinity
symbols. These infinity signs are endless circuits that indicate ongoing presence and
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the notion of complete and constant perpetual change. In addition, I consider the
infinity sign connected in the grid as potential for the Dzogchen idea that experience
is a flow of empty phenomena, an unceasing flow of light, and the nature of mind is
empty luminous space. Dzogchen practice allows experience to manifest without
distracting from the nature of mind, just as the particles in the painting manifest into
form without disturbing the flowing spatial grid. Wisdom is the realization of
emptiness and the empty essence is pure space. The colours for Weaving Time are
a mixture of blues from warm violet blues to cool ultramarine forming deep indigo.
There are greens intermixed in some areas and the grid is a mixture of blue and
green. Consequently, both Tibetan air and Indian space are evoked. There is a tactile
immediacy to this painting that counteracts a fleeting perception of space and time
and validates multi-dimensional space.

Figure 100 Weaving Time, 2017, acrylic and oil paint on canvas, 122 x 122 cm

The bardo state fascinates me as a space of dissolution and opportunity, as
transmission or transforming. Any transitional state of existence or ‘in-between-state’
can be referred to as the bardo - life, meditation, dream, death. Most commonly the
word refers to the intermediate state between death and rebirth. The Tibetan Book of
the Dead or Bardo Thodrol (translated as ‘liberation through hearing in the state of
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the bardo’) gives directions to guide the consciousness in the bardo following the
death of the physical body.137
Regarding my work on space, the time of preparation before being embodied
in the process of painting, I relate to as being a transitory state, in a sense of being in
a bardo before the bardo of birth.138 It is an opportunity to prepare for the bardo of
total concentration. A philosophical foundation from the reading, research and
Dzogchen practices that I engage with are paramount to the way I approach my work
as a contemplative practice. These studies stimulate my imagination. In a practical
sense, I clear the studio space before beginning a new body of work and spend days
preparing and mixing paint to have in readiness, so as not to interrupt the flow when
working. When I am occupied with a painting, I spontaneously enter a spacious state
of mind and, while I am able to remain engaged in that space, problems that arise in
the making process are easily solved. However, when the mind wanders, it can
become hard work. Being in a landscape, I find an intrinsic connection with the
energy of nature and a contemplative state of mind naturally arises. The key is
spaciousness.
Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche states “Space is the ground of everything, the
fundamental reality. It is almost impossible to experience the pure light of experience
if we do not have a deep connection to pure space.”139
Kulavadhuta Satpurananda recently said “Every point in SPACE is SPACE
Itself. One who feels It, knows It, realizes It, becomes SPACE. One who goes on
dividing Space is still in Space only. They just enjoy/suffer their own made
divisions.”140 sic
Parallel Interpretations of Space
Observing the Gyuto monks of Tibet involved in the tantric process of
visualization and transformation while constructing an intricate sand mandala literally
grain by grain of coloured sand, transports me to a contemplative space. I have
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attended the making and dissolution of several sand mandalas during their tours of
Australia and in 2000 I organized the Sydney venues for their Millenium Tour.
Speaking with Sonam Rigzin, Tibetan translator and interpreter for the Gyuto monks,
I was told that their mandala is not an artwork. “It is the representation of a perfect
world and our own original natural state and that we are looking at our own mind.”141 I
decided to find out more about this ‘mind map’.

Figure 101 The Gyuto monks of Tibet at Darling Park Sydney, 2000, 35mm photograph

In his book Mandala: The Architecture of Enlightenment, Professor Robert Thurman
explains:
in Buddhism a mandala is used as a matrix or model of a perfected universe,
the nurturing environment of the perfected self in ecstatic interconnection with
perfected others. It is a blueprint for Buddhahood conceived of as attainment
not only of an individual’s ultimate liberation and supreme bliss, but also as the
attainment of such release and bliss by an individual fully integrated with his or
her environment and field of associates. Such a cosmic transformation is
possible because of the infinite non-duel presence in every atom and
subatomic energy of the truth and beatific-bodies. It is actualized by the
activities of countless emanation bodies of the Buddha, ceaselessly helping
beings throughout the universe. The world Is revealed as a mandala for all
beings’ optimal evolution towards their own enlightenments. The mandala is
a matrix of embodiment, it is the architecture of enlightenment in its bliss and
compassion generated emanations.142
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He goes on to say:
The archetypal model for mandalas are the explicitly alternative-dimension
mandalas of the Tantric systems. These geometric structures that look like
floor plans of buildings are actually three-dimensional perfected realms, a
mandalic architecture of a particular type of enlightenment learnt by an
initiated practitioner. 143
The inner square, which represents the walls of the palace or temple for the deity,
contains four triangles in the symbolic colours of four elements. The intersection of
the four triangles at the centre represents pure mind, the void, the matrix and is the
fifth element Space. I also see the mandala as profoundly beautiful representation of
the energy of Five Elements pointing to or emanating from space and I am drawn to
work with these notions. This makes the actual mandala underlying all practice a
complete three-dimensional environment, an alternative universe. The borders of this
world are sealed against all negative influences by rings of fire and diamond
thunderbolt energies.
This real alternative mandala world exists in a world of divine substance within
the realities perceived by all Buddhas and can only be perceived in the trained
holographic imaginations of tantric adepts.144
Once the sand mandala is completed, the Gyuto monks then dismantle it, first by the
removal of each of the deities represented in the mandala and then, the head lama
cuts through the main lines, thus cutting the energy of the mandala. The remaining
sand is swept up into the centre of the mandala and placed in an urn or cloth and in a
ritual procession, the monks carry the sand to the nearest moving water, where the
sand is symbolically scattered to demonstrate life's impermanence. I conclude that
the Tibetan sand mandala goes further than the concept of another dimension of
mind, and that the art is a parallel universe.
Australian artist Tim Johnson’s paintings are a wonderful example of a
luminous space. Conceptually they are also a space of fluid cultural, philosophical,
spiritual and temporal exchange. He achieves this space often by first laying down
gold paint on the canvas, then patches of colour which he covers with patterns of
white Papunya-style dots. These dots add shimmering softness and create the
luminosity in the painting. Suspended in this subtly vibrating space are iconic images
from different cultures including Buddha images, Krishna, dragons, clouds, along with
143
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birds, animals, plants and even flying saucers. Here is a perfect illustration of the
notion that “everything manifests in space.”145 These highly populated paintings are
mostly collaborations with different artists. For example, he has collaborated with
Central Western desert painter Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri and Tibetan artist Kama
Phuntsok. Both add to the painting ideas and imagery from their own cultural
backgrounds. Karma Phuntsok contributes his highly skilled traditional thangka
technique. American West Coast artist Daniel Bogunovic is also a regular
collaborator with Johnson.146 Johnson’s paintings act as a synthesis of intellect and
emotion and cultural visual systems. They integrate Australian Papunya dot painting,
Christian and Buddhist iconography, Chinese and Japanese imagery, flying saucers,
cartoon figures and more. However, rather than the diversity of contained imagery, it
is the visually vibrating space that attracts me.

Figure 102 Tim Johnson, Approaching Mount Meru, 2017, acrylic on linen, 91x122 cm
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In the recent work of Chinese-Australian artist Lindy Lee, there is a
transcendence of identity, departing from the search for individual identity prevalent
in her early work. Her concerns turn to Buddhist philosophy, the elements and the
cosmos. The materiality of the work has matured into a beautiful union of medium
and concept.
I find the media she uses are significantly indicative of the Five Elements.
Burnt perforations into paper form constellations of burnt holes, allowing the play of
light and shadow alluding to fire. Bronze, mild steel and stainless steel engage with
the light and the dark and wholeness even when full of holes and connect with earth
and fire. The Void is evoked, infinity is approached through the repetition of circular
shapes. Air and space are given direct attention through the holes in both paper and
metal. The shadows and shadow play suggest the bardo.
Lee’s latest works with paper and metal sculpture excite me with their material
exploration and embedded spirituality. In these, she has successfully evoked the
cosmos, matter and spirit. She has engaged with the void, light and dark, and with
the stars and space.

.
Figure 103 Lindy Lee, The Life of Stars, 2015, stainless steel, height 6 metres,
Photographer Charlie Xi
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Conclusion
Space has infinite potential. Space can be seen as the element which sustains
everything – from atom and molecule, to the space between thoughts, to conscious
existence, to the luminous clarity of the primordial nature of mind in Dzogchen
teachings. In quantum physics, as in Buddhism, space is not empty but is seething
with energy and particles that flit in and out of existence. According to quantum
mechanics the space around a particle is filled with countless virtual particles, while
Kulavadhuta Satpurananda proclaims
Everything is Space sprouted as form within The Void. One who goes on
dividing Space is still in Space only. They just enjoy/suffer their own made
divisions.147
The void continues to hold mysteries like the nature of dark energy and matter.
As a painter, space is the tabula rasa for my imagination to expand and
breathe, it is the blank canvas that holds the potential for future diversity, a
provocative atmosphere filled with visual silence, containing everything to come.
Space also represents identity, one’s true nature and is reflected in every mark I
make while painting. When considering the immaculate mind-space or trained
holographic imagination of tantric adepts, I am humbled if I compare my visualization
and immersion in reverie, while preparing my paints. However, that is my dimension
and I hold the energy or spirit of place in my mind, maintaining spaciousness, as I
begin meditative absorption in painting and observe the flow of contemplation.
Everything forms and dissolves in space. I do not plan or preconceive what I am
going to paint, but in the act of painting it becomes clear as an authentic experience.
Negotiating how to represent the qualities of space on a two-dimensional
support has always been an essential aspect of painting. I engage with a consistent
dimensional space achieved through different pattern structures to form a balanced
and active pictorial surface that invites the viewer and simultaneously directs them
back into their own mind space. This natural process of experiencing an energetic
conjunction of knowing and receptivity, of interactive relationship between viewer and
artwork precipitates contemplation and an expansion of time and space.
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Figure 104 Clouds and Wind over Lake Burley Griffin, 2018, Digital photograph
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CONCLUSION
When embarking on this project, my motivation was to examine the diverse
knowledge systems and spiritual practices that I have engaged in over many years in
order to open my painting practice to significant philosophical insights and creative
potential. I intended to develop my engagement as a painter with the poetics of
abstraction, based on immersion in nature. My position as a researcher was one of
embodied subjectivity as I investigated the intersection between figuration and
abstraction in painting in order to take landscape painting into abstraction. Through
my studies and practice of Tibetan Buddhism, I saw how Tibetan Buddhist
conceptions of the Five Elements earth, water, fire, air and space, connected strongly
to the substance of all things and processes. My aim was to integrate these concepts
into my own art practice.
Engaging with the natural philosophy of the Five Elements opened a portal for
connecting with concepts of landscape. By examining the Five Elements in relation to
landscape energy or the genius loci I developed codes from aspects of landscape
that could visually and symbolically represent these elements through colour, texture,
rhythm and shape. My coding corresponded to organic form, rhythms of energy and
underlying geometry to symbolize each element and was used to evoke spiritual
resonance in physical form. Using the device of a symbol enabled its power as an
abstraction to give form to ideas. My research was expanded through the experience
of inhabiting elemental areas of country, referencing journeys and natural
environments to build the symbol for each element. Immersion in natural
environments facilitated settling into and absorbing the energy of a place. This
unconscious assimilation of knowledge was akin to thoughtful contemplation and the
residual memories, reflections and contemplation were as important to the underlying
narrative in each painting, as were the philosophical studies of each of the Five
Elements. My experience of energy is embedded into the way in which I work and my
choice of media.
During the course of my research, I was drawn back in time to landscapes
which resonated more deeply as a symbol for a particular element. For example, the
primordial majestic landscapes of Lake Mungo and Kakadu fuelled a sense of history,
pre-history, humanity and connection to earth through records of rock art and the
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ancient human remains of the longest unbroken living culture on earth, the Australian
Aboriginal people.
The paintings Finding Fossils – Sandy Desert and Unravelling the Dusk: Lake Mungo
paid tribute to the element earth and its fragile stability in sustaining life and changing
life forms. The paintings Earth Lines responded to the weathered rock platforms that
form the headlands around Mystery Bay through a series of twelve square paintings
connected by rhythms of line and properties of yellow paint. The emotional and
energetic properties I experienced as I worked, were resonant with meditations on
the elemental qualities of earth - solid, connected, secure.
The element water stimulated a more fluid and poetic approach to painting.
Bachelard’s writing added reverie while Tibetan and Indian Buddhist teachings
offered different symbolic colour systems to explore. The clear light of the moon and
the serpent were the most consistent symbols relating to water, with ripple, reflection,
rhythm, crosscurrent, undercurrent, estuary providing ample analogy and metaphor.
Reflected light on the surface of water transformed into rippling patterns of constantly
changing shapes and suggested Buddhist notions of impermanence. I referenced
Naga and the Rainbow Serpent. I deployed the resonance of this serpent energy as
fluidity, flux, pattern and light in the paintings Serpents Nest, Waterhole, Naga,
Crescent Moon and Estuary. Working with the element Water through water-based
mediums induced fluidity and freedom in my approach to painting. It allowed me to be
more experimental, flowing, accepting of accidents or incidents that occur with media
and happily embrace them in the work.
When I investigated the element fire, I found that my approach to working,
exploring, expressing and the way in which ideas formed, and inspiration struck were
very different to the poetic flow experienced while working with water or the
grounding, stable earth energy. Instead, my progress came in sudden bursts,
characteristic of flames. I explored fire inspired by the energy of the desert, excited
by the paintings of women Papunya artists, motivated by Tibetan deities and ideas
from Indian yoga tradition, seeking luminosity of fire in paint. I explored fire in Tibetan
paintings and the Indian yogic concept of fire as the aura of mind. Fire was the
energy of transformation while painting.
The element air I regarded as energy, vitality and the intelligent flow in my
painting. Air as wind was the rhythm weaving throughout the work; it was the
dynamic or subtle pulse that held the composition. I explored the element air through
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cultural colour differences in Dzogchen tradition of Tibetan Buddhism and Indian
Vajrayana (tantric) tradition of Buddhism where air is considered as intellect and
judgement. I found the air element in symbolic clouds and the Australian sky, the
atmosphere of the Romantic Sublime, the skies of JMW Turner and Caspar David
Friedrich, and memories of Chinese paintings. My paintings exploring air were done
with ease and fluency, and although often complex in detail, such as In the Air series
or Indigo Wind, they retained a flexibility and freshness, encapsulating the quality of
air as flowing intelligence.
In Dzogchen teachings the element space relates to the nature of mind as the
empty luminosity of the natural state, the light and the unity of emptiness and clarity,
the ground of being. When I started a painting, I often invoked space as the tabula
rasa, the blank canvas that suggests potential diversity; a provocative atmosphere
filled with visual silence, containing everything to come. Space contains all the other
elements. I explored concepts of space and time in the painting Weaving Time as a
continuous rolling grid of particles and waves, incorporating the infinity symbol and
colours used to evoke symbolic colours for space in both Tibetan and Indian
variations of Vajrayana Buddhism. The painting Beyond Clouds refers to ether as
space and contains soft colours for all the elements. I used lines to suggest clouds
and unfurling energy that spread out and opened up, yet also seemed to contain the
space and hover in the vastness created by colour.
Reflecting on my painting as a contemplative process, I compared my art
practice with Dzogchen practices and found an equivalent shift in consciousness. I
found that while being engaged in the creative and material process of making a
painting or a print I entered into the energy of concentration and absorbed in that
state there was a sense of timelessness and flow, a thoughtfulness, in which clarity
arose and engendered active insight. I see similarities between this artistic
mindfulness and the practice of Tibetan Buddhist rituals using concentrated
visualization, mudra (gesture) and mantra (sound) to direct and generate open, active
attention. By being continually present with experience, the mind is relaxed into rigpa,
which literally means awareness or knowing.
Applying the philosophical theories of the Five Elements represented in
Tibetan Dzogchen and Indian Vajrayana Buddhism, while being engaged with
Western principles of painting, has located my work at the interface of Eastern
philosophy and Western art. My abstract paintings integrated cross-cultural meanings
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through these elements and principles. In working with the Five Elements in response
to the Australian landscape and integrating these with aspects of the Western
painting tradition, I have sought to engage with and extend the interface of Eastern
philosophy and Western art.
In acknowledging that the Five Elements takes landscape into abstraction, the
landscape is transformed into a field of elemental energy, space, light and luminosity.
Energy is a consistent component of my work and embodying the energy of the Five
Elements has added vitality and depth to my work and strengthened my connection
with country. This has provided an extended sense of space and timelessness, a
sense of interconnection, where internal and external worlds are in harmony and
contemplative states naturally arise.

Figure 105 Continuum, 2019, acrylic on canvas, diameter 137 cm
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EORA Aboriginal Studies, Sydney Institute Tafe
Photography, Film and Books - Island Visuals Pty Ltd
1999
A Warrior for Peace – Burnum Burnum, book by Marlene Norst
1993
A Living Treasure, Photographic Exhibition, Sydney Town Hall
1992
Photographer for Sydney visit of the 14th Dali Lama of Tibet
1992
Film Artist for documentary Beyond the Dreamtime, Valley of the Winds
production
1990
Production stills for documentary Kakadu Man, Film Australia for ABC
1989:
Photo Research & Photography for book Pioneer Women of the Bush &
Outback, by Jennifer Isaacs
1988
Photo Research & Photography for book, Burnum Burnum’s Aboriginal
Australia – A Traveller’s Guide, Angus & Robinson, Dolphin Productions
Photo documentation, Burnum Burnum claims England for Bicentennary
1986:
Stills for documentary series Echo of a Distant Drum – The Story of the
Irish in Australia, Orana Films for ABC & RTE Ireland
1985:
Stills for documentary film Flight of the Windhorse, Australian Himalayan
Ballooning Expedition, Orana Films, Goldcrest UK, National Geographic
Guest Lectures
2006
Bega Valley Regional Gallery
2001
Manly Art Gallery & Museum
2000
Northern Territory University, Darwin
Museum & Art Gallery of the Northern Territory
1997
University of Southern Queensland
1996
Guizhou Higher Art College, Guiyang, China
Guizhou University of the Nationalities, China
Institute of Art & Design, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
1994
National Art School, East Sydney
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Solo Exhibitions
2010
October Ivy Hill Gallery, Wapengo, Bega
2009
Sourcing the River Mechanics Inst. Gallery, Moruya
2008
Spirit Country, Spiral Gallery, Bega
2007
Alchemy: Dark Night, Solander Gallery Annex, Canberra
2005
Alchemic Ambience, Gallery Nineteen, Central Tilba
2001
Alchemic Wilderness – A Survey 1988-2001, Manly Art Gallery Museum
1988
Spirit of Place, Five Ways Gallery Savah, Sydney
1974
Four Younger Artists, Bonythons Gallery, Sydney
1969
Paintings, Old Fire Station Gallery, Perth
1967
First One Man Show, Gallery A, Sydney
Curated Exhbitions
2012
Quiet Connections, Orange Regional Gallery
2011
Hot off the Press Sydney Printmakers, Manly Art Gallery & Museum
2009
Summer Collection, Gallery Bodalla
2007
Not Another Landscape, Mechanics Inst Gallery, Moruya
2001:
The Studio Tradition – The National Art School 1883-2001, Manly Art
Gallery & Museum touring to Hazelhurst Regional Art Gallery, Tamworth
City Gallery, Manning Regional Art Gallery, Grafton Gallery, Orange
Regional Gallery, Coffs Harbour Regional Gallery, New England
Regional, Art Museum, Wagga Regional Art Gallery, Albury City Gallery
2000
Artists in the Field: A Retrospective, Museum & Art Gallery of the
Northern Territory
Celebrating Paradise: The Artist & The Northern Beaches 1890-2000,
Manly Art Gallery & Museum
Selected Prize Exhibitions
2013
Outback Open Art Prize
2012
Calleen Art Award
2011
Blacktown City Art Prize
2007-08
Basil Sellers Art Prize
2006:
Ergon Energy Central Queensland Art Award
2004
Country Energy Art Prize for Landscape Painting
2001:
Blake Prize for Religious Art
1994
Blake Prize for Religious Art
1974-73-71 Blake Prize for Religious Art
1986
Portia Geach Portrait Prize
1970
Portia Geach Portrait Prize
1968
Sulman Art Prize, AGNSW

Selected Group Exhibitions
2013
Now and When Contemplating Climates, SECA MDC, Eden
2013
Inside/Out, Contemporary Art Space, Cairns
2012
Views and Visions, Charles Hewitt Gallery, Sydney
2011
Something Personal 2, Charles Hewitt Gallery, Sydney
2011
Winter Exhibition, Solander Gallery, Canberra
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2010
2008
2007
2006
2005
2003
2002
2002-2001
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997

1996:
1995:
1994-1984
1990
1989
1990-1983
1971
1967-1966

Director’s Choice, Solander Gallery, Canberra
Sydney Printmakers, Atelier Skara Gresvik, Norway
The Urban Animal, Marianne Newman Gallery, Sydney
Walangari & Friends, Kate Owen Gallery, Sydney
Urban Animals, Impressions on Paper Gallery, Canberra
Tip of the Iceberg, Sydney Artworld
NAS – Worth Fighting For, Sydney Artworld
Progressive Print Project, Bega Regional Gallery
Lilith International Women’s Day Spiral Gallery, Bega
Opening, Gallery Nineteen, Central Tilba
Scratch Pull Grind & Scrape, Mosman Art Gallery
Blazing Women, Spiral Gallery, Bega
Ground, The Priory, Bingi
Sydney Printmakers, Atelier Skara, Gresvik, Norway
Blake Prize Touring Exhibition, SH Erwin Gallery, Grafton, Brisbane,
Sydney, Newcastle, Hobart, Melbourne
Paper, Stella Downer Fine Art, Sydney
Quadrivium’s Finest, Quadrivium Gallery Sydney
Surface Tension, Hazelhurst Regional Gallery, Sydney
Cultural Exchange Sydney Printmakers, Museo de Arte Contemporaneo,
Uni of Chile, Santiago
Revelations, Sydney Printmakers, UTS Gallery, Sydney
Sydney Printmakers, Sir Herman Black Gallery, Sydney
Text & Expose, Sir Herman Black Gallery, Sydney
Sydney Printmakers, Rex Urwin Gallery, Sydney
Sydney Printmakers, Burnie Regional Gallery, Tasmania
Sydney Printmakers, Spiral Arm Gallery, Canberra
Cultural Identities, Guizhou Museum, Guiyang, China
Four Ways, Quadrivium Gallery, Sydney:
Contemporary Sydney Printmakers, International Works on Paper Fair
Sydney Printmakers, Blaxland Gallery, Sydney
Fragments & Foundation, AGOG Helen Maxwell, Canberra
Etchings, Eastend Gallery, Broken Hill & Freeman Gallery, Tasmania
Ivan Dougherty Gallery & Works Gallery, COFA, UNSW
15th Tasmanian Art Gallery Exhibition, Hobart, Tasmania
Contemporary Art Society, Blaxland Gallery, Sydney

Collections
Manly Art Gallery & Museum
Museum & Art Gallery of The Northern Territory
National Gallery of Australia
College of Fine Arts UNSW.
Broken Hill City Art Gallery.
Campbelltown City Council
Pumphouse Hotel, Sydney.
Kings Canyon Resort, Northern Territory
John Flynn Private Hospital, QLD
St George Private Hospital,Sydney
University of Western Sydney
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Qantas Singapore
Blacktown City Council
Commonwealth Bank, Sydney
Regents Hotel, Sydney
Travelodge Developments
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